
UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
WASFilNGTON 3.C 20549-3010

DIVISION OF

CORPORATION FINANCE

March 19 2008

James Earl Parsons

Counsel

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving TX 75039-2298

Re Exxon Mobil Corporation

Incoming letter dated January 22 2008

Dear Mr Parsons

This is in response to your letter dated January 22 2008 concerning the

shareholder proposal submitted to ExxonMobil by Stephen Viederman Kathi Arnow
Robert Arnow Joan Arnow the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee
the Sisters of Mercy of the Americas Jennifer Nolan Gwendolen Noyes
Thomas and Patricia Noyes The Christopher Reynolds Foundation Abby Rockefeller

and Laura Thorn Our response is attached to the enclosed photocopy of your

correspondence By doing this we avoid having to recite or summarize the facts set forth

in the correspondence Copies of all of the correspondence also will be provided to the

proponents

Tn connection with this matter your attention is directed to the enclosure which

sets forth brief discussion of the Divisions informal procedures regarding shareholder

proposals

Sincerely

Jonathan Ingram

Deputy Chief Counsel

Enclosures

cc               Viederman
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Charlie Clements

President and CEO
Unitarian Universalist Service Committee

689 Massachusetts Avenue

Cambridge MA 02139-3302

Thomas and Patricia Noyes

                              

                                 

Paul Neuhauser

Attorney at Law
1253 North Basin Lane

Siesta Key

Sarasota FL 34242

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



March 19 2008

Response of the Office of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance

Re Exxon Mobil Corporation

Incoming letter dated January 22 2008

The proposal asks that the board adopt policy for renewable energy research

development and sourcing reporting on its progress to investors in 2009

We are unable to concur in your view that ExxonMobil may exclude the proposal

under rule 14a-8i10 Accordingly we do not believe that ExxonMobil may omit the

proposal from its proxy materials in reliance on rule 4a-8i1

Sincerely

Peggy Kim

Attorney-Adviser



Exxon Mobil Corporation Jam. Earl Parsons

5959 La Colinas Boulevard Counsel

Irving Texas 75039-2298

972 444 1478 Telephone

972 444 1488 Facsimile

EfonMobil

January 22 2008

VIA hAND DELIVERY
Securities and Exchange Commission

Division of Corporation Fmance

Office of Chief Counsel

100 Street NE
Washington DC 20549

Re Securities Exchange Act of 1934 Section 14a Rule 14a-8

Omission ofShareholder Proposal Regarding Renewable Energy

Gentlemen and Ladies

This letter is to inform you that Exxon Mobil Corporation the Company intends to

omit from its proxy statement and form of proxy for its 2008 Annual Meeting of Shareholders

collectively the 2008 Proxy Materials shareholder proposal and statements in support

thereof the Proposal received from Stephen Viederman Kathi Arnow Robert Aniow The

Unitarian Universalist Service Committee Sisters of Mercy of the Americas Jennifer Nolan

Gwendolyn Noyes Thomas Noyes The Christopher Reynolds Foundation Abby Rockefeller

and Laura Thom collectively the Proponent

Pursuant to Rule 14a-8j we have

enclosed herewith six copies of this letter and its attachments

filed this letter with the Securities and Exchange Commission the

Commission no later than eighty 80 calendar days before the Company
intends to file its definitive 2008 Proxy Materials with the Commission and

concurrently sent copies of this conespondence to the Proponents

Rule 14a-8k provides that shareholder proponents are required to send companies

copy of any correspondence that the proponents elect to submit to the Commission or the staff of

the Division of Corporation Finance the Staff Accordingly we are taking this opportunity to
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inform the Proponent that if the Proponent elects to submit additional correspondence to the

Commission or the Staff with respect to this Proposal copy of that correspondence should

concurrently be furnished to the undersigned on behalf of the Company pursuant to

Rule 14a-8k

THE PROPOSAL

The Proposal states RESOLVED That ExxonMobils Board adopt policy for

renewable energy research development and sourcing reporting on its progress to investors in

2009 copy of the Proposal as well as related correspondence with the Proponent is attached

to this letter as Exhibit

BASIS FOR EXCLUSION

We hereby respectfully request that the Staff concur in our view that the Proposal may be

excluded from the 2008 Proxy Materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8i10 because the Company has

substantially implemented the Proposal

ANALYSIS

The Proposal May Be Excluded under Rule 14a-8i1O Because the Company Has

Substantially Implemented the Proposal

Rule 14a-8il0 permits company to exclude shareholder proposal from its proxy

materials if the company has substantially implemented the proposal For the reasons set forth

below we ask that the Staff concur that the Proposal may be omitted pursuant to

Rule 14a-8il0 because the Company has already adopted policy relating to renewable

energy research development and sourcing and thus has substantially implemented the

Proposal

Background of Rule 14a-8i1O

Rule 14a-8i10 permits company to exclude shareholder proposal if the company
has substantially implemented the proposal The Commission stated in 1976 that the predecessor

to Rule 14a-8i10 was designed to avoid the possibilityof shareholders having to consider

matters which already have been favorably acted upon by the management Exchange Act

Release No 12598 July 1976 When the predecessor rule was initially announced the Staff

permitted exclusion only in those cases where the action requested by the proposal has been

fully effected Exchange Act Release No 20091 Aug 16 1983 the 1983 Release at

II.E.6 However citing the need for less formalistic approach the Commission adopted an

interpretative change to the rule to permit omission of proposals that had been only substantially

implemented by the issuer 1983 Release at II.E.6 The 1998 amendments to the proxy rules

reaffirmed this position See Exchange Act Release No 40018 at n.30 and accompanying text

May 21 1998
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Consequently when company can demonstrate that it already has taken actions to

address each element of shareholder proposal the Staff has concurred that the proposal has

been substantially implemented and may be excluded as moot See e.g ConAgra Foods Inc

avail Jul 2006 permitting exclusion of proposal requesting the board issue

sustainability report to shareholders where the company had already published Corporate

Responsibility Report Johnson Johnson avail Feb 17 2006 permitting exclusion of

proposal requesting the board verify the employment legitimacy of all U.S workers where the

company was already required by law to verify the employment eligibility of its U.S workers

The Staff has concurred in the exclusion under Rule 14a-8i10 of proposals that

requested the adoption or implementation of certain code or policy when the company was able

to demonstrate that it had already adopted or implemented policies or procedures regarding the

subject matter of the proposal even if those policies or procedures did not coincide precisely

with the guidelines outlined in the proposal For example in Texaco Inc avail Mar 28 1991
the Staff permitted exclusion of proposal that requested the company implement specific set

of environmental guidelines where the company already had established compliance and

disclosure program related to its environmental programs even though the companys guidelines

did not satisfy the specific inspection public disclosure or substantive commitments that the

proposal sought Further in The Talbots Inc avail Apr 2002 the Staff permitted exclusion

of proposal requesting the company implement code of conduct based on International Labor

Organization human rights standards where the company had established and implemented its

own business practice standards Finally in Masco Corp avail Mar 29 1999 the Staff

permitted exclusion of proposal setting standard for independence of the companys outside

directors where the company had adopted standard that unlike the proposal provided that only

material relationships with affiliates would affect directors independence

The Company has received shareholder proposals regarding its renewable energy policies

and programs in the past and on multiple occasions the Staff has permitted exclusion of the

proposals under Rule 14a-8i10 In Exxon Mobil Corp avail Mar 23 2007 the proposal

sought report on the companys response to rising regulatory competitive and public pressure

to develop renewable energy technologies and products The proposal was excludable under

Rule 14a-8i10 after the Company argued and the Staff concurred that the proposal had been

substantially implemented by report on energy trends emissions and alternative energy that

detailed among other things the companys views on the long-term energy outlook its

assessment of technology options including the potential for new or alternative energy options

and its efforts to manage its investments and operations through periods of regulatory

uncertainty Likewise in Exxon Mobil Corp avail Mar 18 2004 proposal that requested

the Companys outside board members prepare recommendations for promoting and developing

renewable energy sources was excludable under Rule 4a-8i 10 The Staff concurred that the

proposal had already been substantially implemented where the Company was about to publish

comprehensive update on energy trends which had been reviewed by the Boards Public Issues

Committee and which among other things described the Companys view of the business

challenges and opportunities of likely energy trends emissions and alternative energy options
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The Company Has Substantially Implemented the Proposal

The Company has developed number of policies related to energy research

development and sourcing including policies regarding the research and development of sources

of renewable energy These policies address among other things how the Company assesses

potential new sources of energy the Companys research and development efforts and how the

Company assesses the long-range outlook of global energy supply and demand The Boards

Public Issues Committee is responsible for reviewing the Companys policies programs and

practices as they relate to public issues of significance including those issues related to the

environment and thus oversees these policies

Examples of the Companys policies include

Regular formal review of its investments in technologies research and

development These formal reviews enable the Company to evaluate

emerging issues relating to energy sourcing and production including

those issues related to renewable energy sourcing and production and to

plan accordingly Tomorrow Energy Perspective on Energy Trends

Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Future Energy Options at 18 the

Energy Report attached hereto as Exhibit and available on the

Companys website

Continuously seeking out energy projects including those related to

renewable energy that are profitable and sustainable over the long term
are not reliant on government subsidies are consistent with our own

scale and capabilities yield well-balanced and diversified business

and do not compromise our high safety and environmental standards

Energy Report at 18

The Company believes technological breakthroughs are the keys to unlocking potential

new energy technologies including those related to renewable energy As result the Company

has developed policy to

closely analyze the potential of emerging technologies Based on these

assessments we determine our approach and if appropriate level of

involvement consistent with our business needs and strengths This may involve

proprietary research shared knowledge through participation in industry groups

or the funding of external research in those areas where fundamental

breakthroughs are needed for technology to reach its potential

Energy Report at 14

In line with this belief the Company has developed policy of funding research relating

to energy technologies including those relating to renewable energy In furtherance of this
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policy

The Company invests over $600 million per year in research and

development balancing its investments between technology extensions

and breakthrough research in areas that can have lasting impact on the

Company and the industry See Energy Report at

The Company funds research projects that investigate renewable energy

options including the use of hydrogen as an energy carrier and the

Companys research effort in hydrogen generation the use of biofuels

as method by which carbon dioxide emissions could be reduced the

use of wind and solar power as an alternative source of energy and the

Companys research into solar energy and the use of nuclear energy as

an increasingly important component of the energy mix See Energy

Report at pp 14-17

As part of its energy research the Company has committed up to $100

million to Stanford Universitys Global Climate and Energy Project

GCEP GCEP is long-term research project designed to accelerate

development of commercially viable energy technologies and is currently

conducting research in variety of renewable energy areas including the

areas of hydrogen generation solar energy and biomass See Energy

Report at 12 Some of GCEPs research includes research in the use of

genetically engineered bacteria to capture solar energy and research into

the production or flexible sheets of solar cells to provide more cost-

effective and efficient electricity from sunlight

As evidenced by the above discussion the Company has adopted policies regarding

renewable energy research development and sourcing These policies include commitment to

continue funding research in areas related to renewable energy sources and commitment to

analyze the potential of new technologies to determine whether and on what level the Company
should become involved in the research or use of such new technologies Further the Company
is committed to policy of pursuing energy projects including those related to renewable

energy that meet its investment guidelines As noted above the Boards Public Issues

Committee is responsible for reviewing the Companys policies as they relate to public issues of

significance such as those issues related to the environment and thus oversees these policies

We believe that the Proposal is excludable under Rule 14a-8i10 because the Company

already has adopted policies relating to renewable energy research development and sourcing

even though as in Talbots Texaco and Masco the existing policies or guidelines may differ in

some respects from those the Proponent advocates

Because of the foregoing we believe that the Company has substantially implemented

the Proposal Thus the Proposal properly may be excluded pursuant to Rule l4a-8i10
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CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing analysis we respectfully request that the Staff concur that it

will take no action if the Company excludes the Proposal from its 2008 Proxy Materials We
would be happy to provide you with any additional information and answer any questions that

you may have regarding this subject Moreover the Company agrees to promptly forward to the

Proponent any response from the Staff to this no-action request that the Staff transmits by
facsimile to the Company only

If we can be of any further assistance in this matter please do not hesitate to call me at

972 444-1478

Sincerely

James Parsons

Enclosures

cc Stephen Viederman

Kathi Arnow

Robert Arnow

Charlie Clements Unitarian Universalist Service Committee

Sabina Gotuaco Sisters of Mercy of the Americas

Jennifer Nolan

Gwendolyn Noyes

Thomas Noyes

Andrea Panaritis The Christopher Reynolds Foundation

Abby Rockefeller

Laura Thorn

003 73047_6.DOC
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November 29 2007

Mr Rex Tillerson Chairman of the Board

Mr Henry Hubble Corporate Secretary

henry.h.hubbleexxonmobil.com

ExxonMobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving TX 75039-2298

Dear Mr Tillerson

SHAREI-IOLOER PROpOS

DEC 0S 2007

t40 OF

ISTRI Stilt ON Htt REG TJQ
LK8 JEP Daft SMf

have continuously owned more than $2000 worth of shares of

ExxonMobil Corporation common stock for over one year and will be

holding this stock through next years annual meeting which plan to

attend in person or by proxy Verification of this ownership will be

forthcoming

hereby file the enclosed shareowner resolution requesting the Board to

adopt policy for renewable energy research development and sourcing

reporting on its progress to investors in 2009 for inclusion in the proxy

statement for the next annual meeting of the shareowners of the

ExxonMobil Corporation am filing this as an individual investor and

sending it by email with paper copy to follow This is done in accordance

with Rule 14-a-8 of the General Rules and Regulations of the Securities

and Exchange Act of 1934 for consideration and action by the shareowners

at the next annual meeting The resolution will be presented in accordance

with the SEC niles by me or by my proxy

As grandparent and citizen am deeply concerned about the future that

my grandchildren all grandchildren including your grandchildren and the

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



grandchildren of other executives board members employees and

investors of ExxonMobil will inherit from us As professional who has

worked for more than five decades on issues of sustainability it is clear that

our obligationyours and mineis to leave to the next generations our

children and grandchildren the options necessary to live at least as good
life as we have lived and would hope better Climate change is major
obstacle to fulfilling that obligation

ExxonMobil has looked to the future and recognized that fossil fuels

resources are finite and that climate change poses risks to society and

ecosystems Prudence means farseeing Our company however is not

taking prudent action based upon its own assessment of the need to reduce

greenhouse gas emissions beyond what it is undertaking now Given the

long lead times necessary to bring alternative and renewable fuels to

profitability our company must be the innovator Our company must make

significant investments now in the future of renewable energy to be

prepared to meet the competitive challenges of other energy companies
that have already made significant investments

The Stern Report of November 2006 and the November 2007 report of the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change demonstrate the costs of

inaction as well as the considerably lesser costs of prudent action now at

all levels of society Our company must recognize its obligation to its

shareowners and to society to be the leader on renewable energy solutions

We hope the time between now and the annual meeting might result in

dialogue between co-filers and us that could result in the withdrawal of the

enclosed resolution

VI look forward to ExxonMobils acknowledgment and response

Sincerely yours

tephen Viederman



Cc david.g.henryexxonmobi1 corn



EXXONMOBIL
RENEWABLE ENERGY POLICY

There is remarkable near universal consensus among scientists

regarding the need for aggressive action on climate change

supported by an overwhelming non-partisan cross section of 84

percent of Americans OpinionResearch Corporation 11/07 as

well as fast growing numberof corporations in all sectors of the

global economy

We share the view of the World Energy Council and the

International Energy Agency that carbon-based energy sources

must be significantly reduced while undertaking new focus on

aggressively expanding renewable sources

ExxonMobil Chair Rex Tillerson acknowledges it is increasingly

clear that climate change poses risks to society and ecosystems that

are serious enough to warrant actionby individuals by

businesses and by governments

Energy efficiency and the advance of current proven emission-

reducing technologies are necessary but not sufficient to

significantly reduce climate impacts

ExxonMobil believes technology is an essential component of any

long-term plan to address climate change risks but has done little

with regard to renewable technologies This contrasts with the

activities of ExxonMobils competitors BP Royal Dutch Shell

and Chevron

ExxonMobils 2007 Outlook for Energy Viçw to 2030 projects

renewables growing at percent annually oil and gas remaining

indispensable to meet energydemand and energy-related C02

emissions increasing to an annual level of 37 billion tons compared

to 27 billion tons in 2005



Mr Tillerson recognizes The energy challenges faced by the

world are undeniable ExxonMobil describes itself as Taking on

the worlds toughest energy challenges However ExxonMobils

failing to enunciate renewabies policy reflects the thinking of

traditional oil and gas company not farseeing energy company

The urgency reflected in Mr Tillersons statements are not

reflected in ExxonMobils policies and actions regarding

renewables

The World Energy Council makes clear it is myth that the task

of meeting the worlds energy needs while addressing climate

change is simply too expensive and too daunting

Breakthroughs in renewables will be made in the years ahead by

companies in the forefront of renewables research and

development Responding to increasing demand throughout the

worldChina has targeted 20% of its energy to come from

renewables by 2020will give corporate leaders competitive

advantage While renewables now occupy small market share

the availability of new and better renewable technologies will not

only fill the growing demand but also create new demand

ExxonMobils research and development capabilities are uniquely

positioned to meet the renewable energy challenge and bring it to

scale creating competitive advantage for our company

Significant research and development on game-changing

technologies for the long-term Tillerson 11/12/07 is needed

now that will meet both energy demand and social and

environmental goals criteria proposed by the World Energy

Council



As longterm investors looking to and beyond 2030

ExxonMobils Energy Outlooks timeframe we believe farseeing

renewable energy policy will create advantage for our company

We therefore ask your support for this resolution

RESOLVED That ExxonMobils Board adopt policy for

renewable energy research development and sourcing reporting

on its progress to investors in 2009

Text 499 words

Stephen Viederman

                    

                               

                                   

11/29/07 1205       

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



Exxon Mobil Corporation
Henry Hubble

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard
Vice President Investor Relations

Irving Texas 75039-2298
and Secretary

EonMobjE

December 2007

VIA UPS OVERNIGHT DELIVERY

Mr Stephen Viederman
                                     
                               

Dear Mr Viederman

This will acknowledge receipt of the proposal concerning renewable energy policy
which you have submitted in connection with ExxonMobils 2008 annual meeting of
shareholders However as noted in your letter proof of share ownership was not
included with your submission

SEC Rule 14a-8 copy enclosed requires that in order to be eligible to submit
proposal you must have continuously held at least $2000 in market value of the

companys securities entitled to vote at the meeting for at least one year by the date you
submit proposal Since you do not appear on our records as registered
shareholder you must submit proof that you meet these eligibility requirements such as
by providing statement from the record holder for example bank or broker of
securities that you may own beneficially

Note in particular that your proof of ownership must be provided by the holder of

record must indicate that you owned the required amount of securities as of
November 29 2007 the date of submission of the proposal must state that you have
continuously owned the securities for at least 12 months prior to November 29 2007 and

must be dated on or after the date of submission See paragraph b2 of Rule 4a-
Question for more information on ways to prove eligibility

Your response adequately correcting this problem must be postmarked or transmitted

electronically to us no later than 14 days from the date you receive this notification

You should note that if your proposal is not withdrawn or excluded you or your
representative who is qualified under New Jersey law to present the proposal on your
behalf must attend the annual meeting in person to present the proposal

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



Mr Stephen Viederman

December 2007

Page two

If you intend for representative to present your proposal you must provide
documentation signed by you that specifically identifies your intended representative by
name and specifically authorizes the representative to present the shareholder proposal
on your behalf at the annual meeting copy of this authorization meeting state law

requirements should be sent to my attention in advance of the meeting Your

authorized representative should also bring an original signed copy of the authorization

to the meeting and present it at the admissions desk together with photo identification if

requested so that our counsel may verify the representatives authority to act on your
behalf prior to the start of the meeting

In the event there are co-filers for this proposal and in light of the SEC staff legal bulletin

4C dealing with co-filers of shareholder proposals we will be requesting each co-filer

to provide us with clear documentation confirming your designation to act as lead filer

and granting you authority to agree to modifications and/or withdrawal of the proposal
on the co-filers behalf We think obtaining this documentation will be in both your
interest and ours Without clear documentation from all co-filers confirming and

delineating your authority as representative of the filing group and considering the

recent SEC staff guidance it will be difficult for us to engage in productive dialogue

concerning this proposal

We are interested in continuing our discussion of this proposal and will contact you
again in the near future

Sincerely

Enclosure



QuantumView To Jenise.k.lowman@exxonmobiLcom

QuantumViewNotify@

ups.com
bcc

12/07/07 0931 AM Subject UPS Delivery Notification Tracking Number

Please respond to Z751 05X01 92418795

auto-notifyUps.com

Do not reply to this e-mail UPS and Exxon Mobil Corp will not receive your reply

At the request of Exxon Mobil Corp this notice is to confirm that the following

shipment has been delivered

Important Delivery Information

Delivery Date Time 07-December-2007 954 AM
Delivery Location RESIDENTIAL

Signed by DOORMAN

ShipmentDetail

Ship To
Mr Stephen Viederman

Mr Stephen Viederman

                                     
                    
     
                  

     

UPS Service NEXT DAY AIR

Shipment Type Letter

Tracking Number Z751 05X01 92418795

Reference Number 01 37/6401

This e-mail contains proprietary information and may be confidential If you are not the intended recipient

of this e-mail you are hereby notified that any dissemination distribution or copying of this message is

strictly prohibited If you received this message in error please delete it immediately

This e-mail was automatically generated by UPS e-mail services at the shippers request Any reply to

this e-mail will not be received by UPS or the shipper Please contact the shipper directly if you have

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



12/11/2007 0029 AX 21248147o IIXA 002/QO

AXAAdvisors

December 11 2007

Mr Henly HUbbIe

ExxOnMobiI6 Corporation

5959 Las Coftnas 9aulevard

Irving TX 15039-2296

RE Account Stephen Viadarmari and Gretchen Viadarman Joint

Tenants

Dear Mr Hubbie

AXA Advisors Is the introducing broker-dealer for the above referenced

brokerage account AXA Advisors uses LPL for clearing and cuetOdial seMces

am wilting to verify that the above referenced acount currently has 78 shares

of ExxonMoblle Corporation stock In addition the above referenced account

has had beneficial ownership of at least $2000 in maiicet value of the voting

securitlea Of EnMobIIe Corporation and that such beneficial ownership has

existed for one or more years In accordance Ith Rule 14a.8a1 of the

Securities Exchange Act of 1934

Should you require further information please contact me directly at 212414
3O5

5r

ge enrieil

VP Senior Compliance Officer

SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL

AXAADVISORS
DEC 2007

ISTRIBWIONHHHREG TJG
LKB JEP DGH SMD

Wd617Ll LO IT oN BHOHd WOŁLd



KATIII ARNOW
                       

                             

                    

BY FAX AN FEDERAL EXPRESS
Tel 972-444 1792

Fax 972-444-1505 December 12 2007

Mr Rex Tillerson chairman of the Board

Mr Henry Hubble Corporate Secretary

henrveh.hubble@exxonmobil.com

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las CÆlinas Boulevard

Irving TX.75039-2298

Dear Mr Tillerson

have continuously owned more than $2000 worth of shares of ExxonMobil Corporation

common stock for over one year and will be holding this stock through next years annual

meeting which plan to attend in person or by proxy Verification of this ownership will

be forthcoming

hereby file the enclosed shareowner resolution requesting the Board to adopt policy

for renewable energy research development and sourcing repoxting on its progress to

investors in 2009 for inclusion in the proxy statement for the next annual meeting of the

shareowners of the ExxonMcbil Corporation am filing this as an individual investor

and sending it by facsimile with paper copy to follow This is done in accordance with

Rule 14-a-8 of the General Rules and Regulations of the Securities and Exchange Act of

1934 for consideration and action by the shareowners at the next annual meeting The

resolution will be presented in accordance with the SEC rules by me or by myproxy

We hope that the time between now and the annual meeting might result in dialogue

between co-filers and us that could result in the withdrawal of the enclosed resolution

look forward to ExxonMobils acknowledgement and response

Very yours

Kathi Amow

cc Steve Viederman
SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL

DEC 132007

NO OF SHAr.__________
MSTRIBUTION HUH REG riG

LKB JEP DGH SMD

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



KATBI ARNOW
                       

                             

                    

BY FAX AND FEDERAL EXPRESS

Tel

Fax 972-444-1505 December 122007

Mr David Hemy
Section Head Shareholder Relations

ExxonMobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Blvd

Irving TX 75039

Dear Mr Henry

Regarding the proposal concerning Renewable Bnergy Policy which have co-filed for

the 2008 Exxon Mobil Corporation Annual Meeting of Shareholders designate Stephen

Viederman as the lead filer to ac on my behalf for all purposes in connection with this

proposal The lead filer is specifically authorized to engage in discussions with the

company concerning the proposal and to agree on modifications or withdrawal of the

proposal on my behalf In addition authorize ExxonMobil and the Securities and

Exchange Commission to communicate solely with the above named lead filer as

representative of the filer group in connection with any no-action letter or other

correspondence

Very tru yours

Kathi Arnow

cc Stephen Viederman

                                      

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



EXXONMOBIL
RENEWABLE ENERGY POLICY

There is remarkable near universal consensus among scientists

regarding the need for aggressive action on climate change

suppcrted by an overwhelming non-partisan cross section of 84

percent of Americans Opinion Research Corporation 11/07 as

well as fast growing number of corporations in all sectors of the

global economy

We share theview of the World Energy Council and the

International Energy Agency that carbon-based energy sources

must be significantly reduced while undertaking new focus on

aggressively expanding renewable sources

ExxonMóbil Chair Rex Tillerson acknowledges it is increasingly

clear that climate change poses risks to society and ecosystems that

are serious enough to warrant actionby individuals by

businesses and by governments

Energy efficiency and the advance of current proven emission-

reducing technologies are necessary but not sufficient to

significantly reduce climate impacts

ExxonMobil believes technology is an essential component of any

long-term plan to address climate change risks but iias done little

with regard to renewable technologies This contrasts with the

activities of ExxonMobils competitors BP Royal Dutch Shell

and Chevron

ExxonMobils 2007 Outlook for Energy View to 2030 projects

renewables growing at percent annually oil and gas remaining

indispensable to meet energy demand and energy-related C02
emissions increasing to an annual level of 37 billion tons compared

to 27 billion tons in 2005



Mr Tillerson recognizes The energy challenges faced by the

world are undeniable ExxonMobildescribes itself as Taking on

the worlds toughest energy challenges However ExxonMobils

failing to enunciate renewables policy reflects the thinking of

traditional oil and gas company not farseeing energy company

The urgency reflected in Mr Tillersons statements are not

reflected in ExxonMobils policies and actions regarding

renewables

The World Energy Council makes clear it is myth that the task

of meeting the worlds energy needs while addressing climate

change is simply too expensive and too daunting

Breakthroughs in renewables will be made in the years ahead by

companies in the forefront of renewables research and

development Responding to increasing demand throughout the

worldChina has targeted 20% of its energy to come from

renewables by 2020will give corporate leaders competitive

advantage While renewables now occupy smallmarket share

the availability of new and better renewable technologies will not

only fill the growing demand but also create new demand

ExxonMobils research and development capabilities are uniquely

positioned to meet the renewable energy challenge and bring it to

scale creating competitive advantage for our company

Significant research and development on game-changing

technologies for the long-term Ti.llerson 1.1/12/07 is needed

now that will meet both energy demand and social and

environmental goals óriteria proposed by the World Energy

Council



As long-term investors looking to and beyond 2030

ExxonMobils Energy Outlooks timeftamewe believe farseeing

renewable energy policy will create advantage for our company

We therefore ask your support for this resolution

RESOLVED That ExxonMobils Board adopt policy for

renewable energy research development and sourcing reporting

on its progress to investors in 2009

Text 499 words

Stephen Viederman

                    

                               

                                    

12/11/07             

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



Exxon Mobil Corporation
Investor Relations

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving Texas 75039

EonMobiI

December 17 2007

VIA UPS OVERNIGHT DELIVERY

Ms Kathi Arnow
                       

                             

Dear Ms Arnow

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter indicating that you wish to co-file the

proposal previously submitted by Mr Stephen Viederman concerning renewable

energy policy in connection with ExxonMobils 2008 annual meeting of shareholders

However as noted in your letter proof of share ownership was not included with your
submission

SEC Rule 14a-8 copy enclosed requires that in order to be eligible to submit

proposal you must have continuously held at least $2000 in market value of the

companys securities entitled to vote at the meeting for at least one year by the date you
submit proposal Since you do not appear on our records as registered

shareholder you must submit proof that you meet these
eligibility requirements such as

by providing statement from the record holder for example bank or broker whose
name appears on the Depository Trust and Clearing Corporations listing of ExxonMobil
nominee shareholders of securities that you may own beneficially

Note in particular that your proof of ownership must be provided by the holder of

record must indicate that you owned the required amount of securities as of

December 12 2007 the date of submission of the proposal must state that you
have continuously owned the securities for at least 12 months prior to December 12
2007 and must be dated on or after the date of submission See paragraph b2 of

Rule 4a-8 Question for more information on ways to prove eligibility

Your response adequately correcting this problem must be postmarked or transmitted

electronically to us no later than 14 days from the date you receive this notification

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



Ms Kathi Arnow

December 17 2007

Page two

We also acknowledge that you have designated Mr Stephen Viederman as the lead

filer to act on your behalf for all purposes in connection with this proposal

Sincerely

David Henry

Section Head Shareholder Relations

Enclosure

Mr Stephen Viederman



QuantumView To denise.kiowman@exxonmobfl.com

QuanturnViewNotgfy
ups.com

bce

12/18/070152 PM Subject UPS Delivery Notification Tracking Number
Please respond to 1Z75105X0197794450

auto-notifyups.com

Do not reply to this e-mail UPS and Exxon Mobil Corp will not receive your reply

At the request of Exxon Mobil Corp this notice is to confirm that the following

shipment has been delivered

Important Delivery Information

Delivery Date/Time 18-December-20071 116 PM
Driver Release Location FRONT DOOR

Shipment Detail

Ship To
Ms Kathi Arnow

Ms Kathi Arnow

                       

                  
     
                  

    

UPS Service NEXT DAY AIR

Shipment Type Letter

Tracking Number Z751 05X01 97794450

Reference Number 0137/6401

This e-mail contains proprietary information and may be confidential If you are not the intended recipient

of this e-mail you are hereby notified that any dissemination distribution or copying of this message is

strictly prohibited If you received this message in error please delete it immediately

This e-mail was automatically generated by UPS e-mail services at the shippers request Any reply to

this e-mail will not be received by UPS or the shipper Please contact the shipper directly if you have

questions regarding the referenced shipment or you wish to discontinue this notification service

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



12/26/ O3 FAX 212 21 4S WkIL iUU4UW

At/k
STATE STREEt

1200 Crow Colony Onve

Ouincy MA 02169O93

December 182007

Re Kathi Arnow

To Whom It May Concern

State Street Corporation acts as custodian for Capital Guardian Trust

We are writing to verify that Kathi Arnow client of Capital Guardian Trust currently

owns 100 shares of ExxonMobiL We confirm that Kathi Arnow has beneficial ownership of at

least $2000 in market value of the voting securities of ExxonMobil and that such beneficial

ownership has existed continuously for one or more years

Should you require further information please contact either Celia Berks or Keith Rook

in the Weller Aniow Family office direct at the following address

Weiler Arnow Mgt Co Inc

1114 Avenue of the Americas Suite 3400

New Yozt NY 10036

Tel 2128599700

Veiy truly yours

Ranson

ce President

State Street Wealth Miirager Services



WElLER AnNow
MGT CO INC

///4 c11 /e2t8628

BY FAX FEDERAL EXPRESS
/J

Tel 972-444 1792

Fax 972-444-1505 December 12 2007

Mr Rex Tillerson Chainnan of the Board

Mr Henry Hubble Corporate Secretary

henry.h.hubbleexxonmobil.corn

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving TX 75039-2298

Dear Mr Tillerson

We have continuously owned more than $2000 worth of shares of ExxonMobil

Corporation common stock for over one year and will be holding this stock through next

years annual meeting which plan to attend in person or by proxy Verification of this

ownership will be forthcoming

We hereby file the enclosed shareowner resolution requesting the Board to adopt policy

for renewable energy research development and sourcing reporting on its progress to

investors in 2009 for inclusion in the proxy statement for the next annual meeting of the

shareowners of the ExxonMobil Corporation am filing this as an individual investor

and sending it by facsimile with paper copy to follow This is done in accordance with

Rule 14-a-8 of the General Rules and Regulations of the Securities and Exchange Act of

1934 for consideration and action by the shareowners at the next annual meeting The

resolution will be presented in accordance with the SEC rules by me or by my proxy

We hope that the time between now and the annual meeting might result in dialogue

between co-filers and us that could result in the withdrawal of the enclosed resolution

look forward to ExxonMobils acknowledgement and response

Very truly yours

Robert Arnow and Joan Arnow

/J /j/
Robert Arnow

cc Steve Viederman SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL

DEC 2007

NO OF

DISTRIBU11ON HHH REG TJG

1KB JEP DGH SMD



WElLER ARNOW
MGT GO INC

/d .Mee /997j

BY FAXAN FEDERAL EXPRESS
/1 /.967

Tel

Fax 972-444-1505 December 12 2007

Mr David Hemy
Section Head Shareholder Relations

ExxonMobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Blvd

Irving TX 75039

Dear Mr Henry

Regarding the proposal concerning Renewable Energy Policy which have co-filed for

the 2008 Exxon Mobil Corporation Annual Meeting of Shareholders designate Stephen

Viederman as the lead filer to act on my behalf for all purposes in connection with this

proposal The lead filer is specifically authorized to engage in discussions with the

company concerning the proposal and to agree on modifications or withdrawal of the

proposal on my behalf In addition authorize ExxonMobil and the Securities and

Exchange Commission to communicate solely with the above named lead filer as

representative of the filer group in connection with any no-action letter or other

correspondence

Very truly yours

Robert Arnow and Joan Amow

Robert Arnow

krook@wamcoinc.net

cc Stephen Viederman

                                      ***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



EXXONMOBIL
RENEWABLE ENERGY POLICY

There is remarkable near universal consensus among scientists

regarding the need for aggressive action on climate change

supported by an overwhelming non-partisan cross section of 84

percent of Americans Opinion Research Corporation 11/07 as

wellas fast growing number of corporations in all sectors of the

global economy

We share the view of the World Energy Council and the

International Energy Agency that carbon-based energy sources

must be significantly reduced while undertaking new focus on

aggressively expanding renewable sources

ExxonMobil Chair Rex Tillerson acknowledges it is increasingly

clear that climate change poses risks to society and ecosystems that

are serious enough to warrant actionby individuals by

businesses and by governments

Energy efficiency and the advance of current proven emission-

reducing technologies are necessary but not sufficient to

significantly reduce climate impacts

ExxonMobil believes technology is an essential component of any

long-term plan to address climate change risks but has done little

with regard to renewable technologies This contrasts with the

activities of ExxonMobils competitors BP Royal Dutch Shell

and Chevron

ExxonMobils 2007 Outlook forEnergy View to 2030 projects

renewables growing at percent annually oil and gas remaining

indispensable to meet energy demand and energy-related C02

emissions increasing to an annual level of 37 billion tons compared

to 27 billion tons in 2005



Mr Tillerson recognizes The energy challenges faced by the

world are undeniable ExxonMobil describes itself as Taking on

the worlds toughest energy challenges However ExxonMobils

failing to enunciate renewables policy reflects the thinking of

traditional oil and gas company not farseeing energy company

The urgency reflected in Mr Tillersons statements are not

reflected in ExxonMobils policies and actions regarding

renewables

The World Energy Council makes clear it is myththat the task

of meeting the worlds energy needs while addressing climate

change is simply too expensive and too daunting

Breakthroughs in renewables will be made in the years ahead by

companies in the forefront of renewables research and

development Responding to increasing demand throughout the

worldChina has targeted 20% of its energy to come from

renewables by 2020will give corporate leaders competitive

advantage While renewables now occupy small market share

the availability of new and better renewable technologies will not

only fill the growing demand but also create new demand

ExxonMobils research and development capabilities are uniquely

positioned to meet the renewable energy challenge and bring it to

scale creating competitive advantage for our company

Significant research and development on game-changing

technologies for the long-term Tillerson 11/12/07 is needed

now that will meet both energy demand and social and

environmental goals criteria proposed by the World Energy

Council



As longterm investors looking to and beyond 2030

ExxonMobils Energy Outlooks timeframe we believe farseeing

renewable energy policy will create advantage for our company

We therefore ask your support for this resolution

RESOLVED That ExxonMobils Board adopt policy for

renewable energy research development and sourcing reporting

on its progress to investors in 2009

Text 499 words

Stephen Viederman

                    

                               

                                   

12/11/07 153       

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



Exxon Mobil Corporation
Investor Relations

5959 Las Colirias Boulevard

Irving Texas 75039

EonMobiI

December 17 2007

VIA UPS OVERNIGHT DELIVERY

Mr Robert Arnow
Weiler Arnow Mgt Co Inc

1114 Avenue of the Americas

New York NY 10036-7703

Dear Mr Arnow

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter indicating that you wish to co-file the
proposal previously submitted by Mr Stephen Viederman concerning renewable

energy policy in connection with ExxonMobils 2008 annual meeting of shareholders
However as noted in your letter proof of share ownership was not included with your
submission

SEC Rule 14a-8 copy enclosed requires that in order to be eligible to submit

proposal you must have continuously held at least $2000 in market value of the

companys securities entitled to vote at the meeting for at least one year by the date you
submit proposal Since you do not appear on our records as registered

shareholder you must submit proof that you meet these
eligibility requirements such as

by providing statement from the record holder for example bank or broker whose
name appears on the Depository Trust and Clearing Corporations listing of ExxonMobil
nominee shareholders of securities that you may own beneficially

Note in particular that your proof of ownership must be provided by the holder of

record must indicate that you owned the required amount of securities as of

December 12 2007 the date of submission of the proposal must state that you
have continuously owned the securities for at least 12 months prior to December 12
2007 and must be dated on or after the date of submission See paragraph b2 of
Rule 14a-8 Question for more information on ways to prove eligibility



QUantumView To denise.k.lowman@exxonmobiicom

Quantum ViewNotify@

ups.com
cc

bcc

12/19/07 1026AM Subject UPS Delivery Notification Tracking Number

Please respond to Z751 05X01 99987775

auto-notify@ups.com

Do not reply to this e-mail UPS and Exxon Mobil Corp will not receive your reply

At the request of Exxon Mobil Corp this notice is to confirm that the following

shipment has been delivered

Important Delivery Information

Delivery Date Time 19-December-2007 /1016 AM

Delivery Location OFFICE

Signed by GRANT

ShipmentDetail

Ship To
Robert Arnow

Weller Arnow Mgt Co Inc

1114 Avenue of the Americas

NEW YORK
NY
100367703

US

UPS Service NEXT DAY AIR

Shipment Type Letter

Tracking Number Z751 05X01 99987775

Reference Number 01 37/6401

This e-mail contains proprietary information and may be confidential If you are not the intended recipient

of this e-mail you are hereby notified that any dissemination distribution or copying of this message is

strictly prohibited If you received this message in error please delete it immediately

This e-mail was automatically generated by UPS e-mail services at the shippers request Any reply to

this e-mail will not be received by UPS or the shipper Please contact the shipper directly if you have



12/26/200 1203 FAX 212 921 496 SYELhK RKNUW Ij vva

STATE STREEt
OuInc MA o21e9u93e

December 18 2007

ReRobertandJoanArflOW-

To Whom It May Concern

State Street Corporation acts as custodian for Capital Guardian Trust

We are writing to verif that Robert Joan Arnow client of Capital Guardian Tmst

currently own 487 shares of ExxouMobll We confirm that Robert Joan Arnow have

beneficial ownership of at least $2000 in market value of the voting securities of ExxonMobil

and that such beneficial ownership has existed continuously for one or more years

Should you require further information please contact either Celia Berks or Keith Rook

in the Weller Arnow Family office direct at the following address

Weiler AmowMgt Co Inc

1114 Avenue of the Americas Suite 3400

New York NY 10036

Tel 212 859 9700

Very rnilyyours

State Street Wealth Manager Services



Mr Henry Hubble

Corporate Secretary

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving TX 75039

Dear Mr Hubble

The Unitarian Universalist Service Committee UUSC is the beneficial owner of 76

shares of Exxon Mobil Corporation stock We have owned over $2000 worth for more

than year Further it is our intent to hold greater than $2000 in market value

through the next annual meeting of Exxon Mobil Corporation Our custodian will gladly

provide certification of our ownership if requested by you

The resolution is submitted for consideration and action by the stockholders at the

next annual meeting and for inclusion in the proxy statement under Rule 14 a-8 of the

general rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 We are co

filing this resolution with Steve Viederman as the primary filer We will be represented

in person or by proxy at the annual meeting If there are differences between this

resolution and that of the primary filer we accept the resolution of the primary filer

For almost 70 years UUSC has advanced human tights and social justice in the United

States and internationally In order to pursue these goals we partner with number of

grassroots organizations around the world Representatives of these partners tell us

of the great need for global corporations to adopt and implement company-wide

policies and practices which protect human rights and the just treatment of

employees and which also sustain the environment

SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL

Unitarian Universalist Service Committee DEC 112007

689 Massachusetts Avenue NO OF SHMES

Cambridge MA 02 139-3302 DISTRIBUTION HHH REG TJG

Phone 617-868-6600 LKB JEF DGH SMO

December 2007



We believe that companies with commitment to customers employees communities

and the environment will prosper in the long-term The public appreciates companies

that are doing all that they can to respect the environment in their global operations

Please feel free to call if you have any questions about this filing lettQr and resolution

We would appreciate your copying us on correspondence related to this matter

Sincerely

Charlie Clements

President and CEO

Enclosure Resolution

Unitarian Universalist Service Committee

689 Massachusetts Avenue

Cambridge MA 02139-3302

Phone 617-868-6600



VIA FACSIMILE 972444-1505

Mr David Henry
Section Head Shareholder Relations

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Blvd

Irving TX 75039

Dear Mr Henry

Regarding the proposal concerning Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions which have
co-filed for the 2008 Exxon Mobil Corporation Annual Meeting of Shareholders
designate Sister Patricia Daly OP as the lead filer to act on my behalf for all

purposes in connection with this proposal The lead filer is specifically authorized to

engage in discussions with the company concerning the proposal and to agree on
modifications or withdrawal of the proposal on my behalf In addition authorize
ExxonMobil and the Securities and Exchange Commission to communicate solely with

the above named lead filer as representative of the filer group in connection with any
no-action letter or other correspondence

Sincerely

0-filers flmeJ

Charlie Clements

President and CEO
Unitarian Universalist Service Committee



EXXONMOBIL
RENEWABLE ENERGY POLICY

There is remarkable near universal consensus among scientists regarding the need for

aggressive action on climate change supported by an overwhelming non-partisan cross
section of 84 percent of Americans Opinion Research Corporation 11/07 as well as
fast growing number of corporations in all sectors of the global economy

We share the view of the World Energy Council and the International Energy Agency
that carbon-based energy sources must be significantly reduced while undertaking
new focus on aggressively expanding renewable sources

ExxonMobil Chair Rex Tillerson acknowledges it is increasingly clear that climate

change poses risks to society and ecosystems that are serious enough to warrant

actionby individuals by businesses and by governments

Energy efficiency and the advance of current proven emission-reducing technologies
are necessary but not sufficient to significantly reduce climate impacts

ExxonMobil believes technology is an essential component of any long-term plan to

address climate change risks but has done little with regard to renewable

technologies This contrasts with the activities of ExxonMobils competitors BP Royal
Dutch Shell and Chevron

ExxonMobils 2007 Outlook for Energy View to 2030 project renewables growing at

percent annually oil and gas remaining indispensable to meet energy demand and

energy-related 002 emissions increasing to an annual level of 37 billion tons compared
to 27 billion tons in 2005

Mr Tillerson recognizes The energy challenges faced by the world are undeniable
ExxonMobil describes itself as Taking on the worlds toughest energy challenges
However ExxonMobils failing to enunciate renewables policy reflects the thinking of

traditional oil and gas company not farseeing energy company

The urgency reflected in Mr Tillersons statements are not reflected in ExxonMobils

policies and actions regarding renewables

The World Energy Council makes clear it is myth that the task of meeting the worlds

energy needs while addressing climate change is simply too expensive and too

daunting

Breakthroughs in renewables will be made in the years ahead by companies in the

forefront of renewables research and development Responding to increasing demand
throughout the worldChina has targeted 20% of its energy to come from renewables

by 2020will give corporate leaders competitive advantage While renewables now



occupy small market share the availability of new and better renewable technologies

will not only fill the growing demand but also create new demand

ExxonMobils research and development capabilities are uniquely positioned to meet

the renewable energy challenge and bring it to scale creating competitive advantage for

our company

Significant research and development on game-changing technologies for the long-

term Tillerson 11/12/07 is needed now that will meet both energy demand and social

and environmental goals criteria proposed by the World Energy Council

As longterm investors looking to and beyond 2030 ExxonMobils Energy Outlooks

timefrarne we believe farseeing renewable energy policy will create advantage for our

company

We therefore ask your support for this resolution

RESOLVED That ExxonMobils Board adopt policy for renewable energy research

development and sourcing reporting on its progress to investors in 2009



Boston Trust Investment

Management Company

December 2007

To Whom It May Concern

Boston Trust Investment Management Company manages assets and acts as

custodian for the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee through its Walden

Asset Management division We are writing to verify that Unitarian Universalist

Service Committee currently owns 76 shares of Exxon Mobil Corporation

Cusip 30231 G102 We confirm that Unitarian Universalist Service

Committee has beneficial ownership of at least $2000 in market value of the

voting securities of Exxon Mobil Corporation an.d that such beneficial

ownership has existed for one or more years in accordance with rule 14a-8a1

of the Securities Excha.nge Act of 1934 Further it is their intent to hold greater

than $2000 in market value through the next annual meeting of Exxon Mobil

Corporation

Sincerely

Timothy Smith

Senior Vice President

OrE Beacon Street Boston Massachusetts 02108 617 726 7250 fx 617 227 2690 otr



Exxon Mobil Corporattor
Investor Relations

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving Texas 75039

EonMob

December 11 2007

VIA UPS OVERNIGHT DELIVERY

Mr Charlie Clements

President and CEO
Unitarian Universalist Service Committee

689 Massachusetts Avenue

Cambridge MA 02139-3302

Dear Mr Clements

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter indicating that you wish to co-file on behalf of
the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee the proposal previously submitted by Mr
Stephen Viederman concerning renewable energy policy in connection with
ExxonMobils 2008 annual meeting of shareholders By copy of letter from Boston
Trust Investment Management Company share ownership has been verified

In accordance with SEC staff legal bulletins dealing with co-filers of shareholder
proposals we ask that you complete and return the enclosed form so that we may have
and be able to provide the SEC staff clear documentation indicating which filer is

designated to act as lead filer and granting the lead filer authority to agree to

modifications and/or withdrawal of the proposal on your behalf Without this

documentation clarifying the role of the lead filer as representative of the
filing group it

will be difficult for us to engage in productive dialogue concerning this proposal The
form included with your letter reference different proposal

Sincerely

David Henry
Section Head Shareholder Relations

Enclosure

Mr Stephen Viederman



Mr Robert Arnow

December 17 2007

Page two

Your response adequately correcting this problem must be postmarked or transmitted

electronically to us no later than 14 days from the date you receive this notification

We also acknowledge that yOu have designated Mr Stephen Viederman as the lead

filer to act on your behalf for all purposes in connection with this proposal

Sincerely

David Henry

Section Head Shareholder Relations

Enclosure

Mr Stephen Viederman



QuantumVlew To enise.k.lowrnan@exxonmobil.com

QuantumVlewNotify
ups.com

bcc

12/12/07 1008 AM Subject UPS Delivery Notification Tracking Number

Please respond to Z751 05X0195017598

Do not reply to this e-mail UPS and Exxon Mobil Corp will not receive your reply

At the request of Exxon Mobil Corpthis notice is to confirm that the following

shipment has been delivered

Important Delivery Information

Delivery Date Time 12-December-2007 /1019 AM

Delivery Location RECEIVER

Signed by AISHA

ShipmentDetail

Ship To
Mr Charlie Clements

Unitarian Universalist

689 Massachusetts Avenue
CAMBRIDGE
MA
021393302

US

UPS Service NEXT DAY AIR

Shipment Type Letter

Tracking Number Z751 05X01 95017598

Reference Number 0137/6401

This e-mail contains proprietary information and may be confidential If you are not the intended recipient

of this e-mail you are hereby notified that any dissemination distribution or copying of this message is

strictly prohibited If you received this message in error please delete it immediately

This e-mail was automatically generated by UPS e-mail services at the shippers request Any reply to

this e-mail will not be received by UPS or the shipper Please contact the shipper directly if you have



I1Ji Sisters of Mercy of the Americas

Hermanas de la Misericordia de las Americas Regional Community of urlingame

December 2007

Mr Rex Tillerson Chairman of the Board

Mr Henry Hubble Corporate Secretary
ExxonMobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving TX 75039-2298

Dear Mr Tillerson

We the Sisters of Mercy of the Americas as owners of 29 shares of Exxon Mobil stock hereby co-file the

enclosed resolution asking the Exxon Mobil Corporation to develop policy that addresses the need for

renewable energy resources This is done in conjunction with the resolution filed by Mr Stephen
Viederman We feel the policy should include commitment to research development and sourcing We
co-file this resolution in accordance with Rule 14-a-8 of the General Rules and Regulations of the

Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 and ask that it be included in the proxy statement sent to
shareholders and that it be voted on at the next annual meeting We have owned the stock for more than

year and will hold it until the annual meeting

We are concerned for future of our planet and its variety of living things We believe that climate change is

great threat and that now is the time to act

ExxonMobil has
responsibility to and for safeguarding both the planet and the profitability of the

Company The need for change is imminent and it will serve the company to be leader in the emerging
provision and use of energy sources

Mr Viederman is the lead filer and contact for this resolution He can be reached at                             
                                                          

                                  

Sincerely

Sabina Gotuaco PROPOS
Sisters of Mercy of the Americas SHAREOLDEI
CFO/Treasurer

DEC 112007

Cc Steven Viederman IO OF
Leslie Lowe ICCR ISTRIBUTIO jp DGH SMD
Marie Gaillac JOLT uc

Administretion

2300 Adeline Drive

Burlingame CA 94010-5599

650 340-7410

Fax 650 347-2540

wwwniercyburl.rg

**FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



Sisters of Mercy of the Americas

Hermanas de la Misericordia de las Americas Regional Communil-y of Burlingame

December 2007

Mr Rex Tillerson Chairman of the Board

Mr Henry Hubble Corporate Secretary henry.h.hubbIeexxonmobjl.com
ExxonMobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving TX 75039-2298

Dear Mr Tillerson

We designate Stephen Viederman as the lead filer to act on our behalf for all purposes in connection with
this proposal The lead filer is

specifically authorized to engage in discussions with the company
concerning the proposal and to agree on modifications or withdrawal of the proposal on our behalf In
addition we authorize ExxonMobil and the Securities and Exchange Commission to communicate solelywith the above named lead filer as representative of the filer group in connection with any no-action letter
or other correspondence

Mr Viederman can be reached at                                                                                     
                                   

Sincerely

A014LO
Sabina Gotuaco

Sisters of Mercy of the Americas

CFO/Treasurer

Administration

2300 Adeline Drive

Burlingame CA 94010-5599

650 340-7410

Fax 650 347-250

www.mercyburt.org

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



EXXONMOBIL
RENEWABLE ENERGY POLICY

There is remarkable near universal consensus among scientists regarding the need for aggressive action

on climate change supported by an overwhelming non-partisan cross section of 84 percent of Americans

Opinion Research Corporation 11/07 as well as fast growing number of corporations in all sectors of

the global economy

We share the view of the World Energy Council and the International Energy Agency that carbon-based

energy sources must be significantly reduced while undertaking new focus on aggressively expanding

renewable sources

ExxonMobil Chair Rex Tillerson acknowledges it is increasingly clear that climate change poses risks to

society and ecosystems that are serious enough to warrant actionby individuals by businesses and by

governments

Energy efficiency and the advance of current proven emission-reducing technologies are necessary but

not sufficient to significantly reduce climate impacts

ExxonMobil believes technology is an essential component of any long-term plan to address climate

change risks but has done little with regard to renewable technologies This contrasts with the activities of

ExxonMobils competitors BP Royal Dutch Shell and Chevron

ExxonMobils 2007 Outlook for Energy View to 2030 projects renewables growing at percent annually
oil and gas remaining indispensable to meet energy demand and energy-related C02 emissions increasing

to an annual level of 37 billion tons compared to 27 billion tons in 2005

Mr Tillerson recognizes The energy challenges faced by the world are undeniable ExxonMobil describes

itself as Taking on the worlds toughest energy challenges However ExxonMobils failing to enunciate

renewables policy reflects the thinking of traditional oil and gas company not farseeing energy

company

The urgency reflected in Mr Tillersons statements are not reflected in ExxonMobils policies and actions

regarding renewables

The World Energy Council makes clear it is myth that the task of meeting the worlds energy needs

while addressing climate change is simply too expensive and too daunting

Breakthroughs in renewables will be made in the years ahead by companies in the forefront of renewables

research and development Responding to increasing demand throughout the worldChina has targeted
20% of its energy to come from renewables by 2020will give corporate leaders competitive advantage
While renewables now occupy small market share the availability of new and better renewable

technologies will not only fill the growing demand but also create new demand

ExxonMobils research and development capabilities are uniquely positioned to meet the renewable

energy challenge and bring it to scale creating competitive advantage for our company

Significant research and development on game-changing technologies for the long-term Tillerson

11/12/07 is needed now that will meet both energy demand and social and environmental goals criteria

proposed by the World Energy Council

As longterm investors looking to and beyond 2030 ExxonMobils Energy Outlooks timeframe we believe

farseeing renewable energy policy will create advantage for our company

We therefore ask your support for this resolution

RESOLVED That ExxonMobils Board adopt policy for renewable energy research development and

sourcing reporting on its progress to investors in 2009



UBS FINANCIAL SERVICES Fax16502337050 Dec 2007 124J I.IJ

UBS UBS Finand SrVics lnc

2800 Sand 11 Road

Suite 100

Menlo Perk 94025-7079

1e1 50Z33 000

Fx 650-23 060 Ext 7061

Toil Free 800 544-6611

www.ubs.co

December 2007

To Whom This May Concern

UBS Financial Services is the custodian for the sisters of Mercy of the Americas Ruding CA

community Please accept this letter as confirmation that the SIsters own 29 shares of on Mobil Corp
and have been in possession of these shares for over 12 months

Please contact me it you require any further information

Marge Museelman

Sr Registered Client Service Associate

mrn

JBS nnanciat Services Inc is subaidiary of lBS AG



xxon Mobil Corporation
Investor Relations

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving Texas 75039

EonMobif

December 17 2007

VIA UPS OVERNIGHT DELIVERY

Ms Sabina Gotuaco

Sisters of Mercy of the Americas

2300 Adeline Drive

Burlingame CA 94010-5599

Dear Ms Gotuaco

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter indicating that you wish to co-file on behalf of

the Sisters of Mercy of the Americas the proposal previously submitted by Mr Stephen
Viederman concerning renewable energy policy in connection with ExxonMobils 2008
annual meeting of shareholders By copy of letter from UBS Financial Services Inc
share ownership has been verified

We also acknowledge that you have designated Mr Stephen Viederman as the lead

filer to act on your behalf for all purposes in connection with this proposal

Sincerely

David Henry

Section Head Shareholder Relations

Mr Stephen Viederman



Quantum View
Quantum ViewNotify@

ups.com

12/19/07 0230 PM
Please respond to

auto-notifyups.com

To derilse.k.lowman@exxonmobiLcom

cc

bcc

Subject UPS Delivery Notification Tracking Number

Do not reply to this e-mail UPS and Exxon Mobil Corp will not receive your reply

At the request of Exxon Mobil Corp this notice is to confirm that the following

shipment has been delivered

Important Delivery Information

Delivery Date Time 19-December-2007 955 AM

Delivery Location OFFICE

Signed by SIMONETTI

Shipment Detail

Ship To
Ms Sabina Gotuaco

Sisters of Mercy of the Americas

2300 Adeline Drive

BURLINGAME
CA
940105540

US

UPS Service

Shipment Type

NEXT DAY AIR

Letter

Tracking Number

Reference Number

Z751 05X01 98628600

0137/6401

This e-mail contains proprietary information and may be confidential If you are not the intended recipient

of this e-mail you are hereby notified that any dissemination distribution or copying of this message is

strictly prohibited If you received this message in error please delete it immediately

This e-mail was automatically generated by UPS e-mail services at the shippers request Any reply to

this e-mail will not be received by UPS or the shipper Please contact the shipper directly if you have



30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK NY 10112

Room 5600 212 649-5600

December 10 2007

Mr Rex Tillerson

Chairman of the Board and CEO
ExxonMobii Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving TX 7503 9-2298

Dear Mr Tillerson

Jennifer Nolan descendant of John Rockefeller have continuously owned more

than $2000 worth of ExxonMobil Corporation common stock for more than one year and

will be holding this stock throughout the period ending with ExxonMobils 2008 annual

meeting Proof of ownership will be submitted to you under separate cover

Therefore please find the enclosed shareholder resolution concerning Renewable Energy

Policy am co-filing this resolution for the 2008 ExxonMobil Corporation Annual Meeting

of Shareholders This is being done in accordance with Rule 4-a-8 of the General Rules and

Regulations of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 for consideration and action by the

shareholders at the next annual meeting

Regarding this proposal designate Mr Stephen Viederman as the lead filer to act on my
behalf for all purposes in connection with this proposal The lead filer is specifically

authorized to engage in discussions with the company concerning the proposal and to agree

on modifications or withdrawal of the proposal on my behalf If ExxonMobil would like to

discuss the substance of this proposal please contact Stephen Viederman at                      

                                                                                            

Very truly yours

cc Mr David Henry ExxonMobil Corporation

Mr Stephen Viederman

Jennfer Nolan

c/o

FhreHaouha SHARE1-IOLDER PROPOSAL
30 Rockefeller Plaza

New YorkNYlOII2-0002 DEC 13 2007
212-649-1769 jhabouchaärockco corn NO Of SHi

DISTRIBW-1ON HHHREGTJG
LKB JEP DGH SMD

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



EXXONMOBIL
RENEWABLE ENERGY POLICY

There is remarkable near universal consensus among scientists

regarding the need for aggressive action on climate change

supported by an overwhelming non-partisan cross section of 84

percent of Americans Opinion Research Corporation 11/07 as

well as fast growing number of corporations in all sectors of the

global economy

We share the view of the World Energy Council and the

International Energy Agency that carbon-based energy sources

must be significantly reduced while undertaking new focus on

aggressively expanding renewable sources

ExxonMobil Chair Rex Tillerson acknowledges it is increasingly

clear that climate change pOses risks to society and ecosystems that

are serious enough to warrant actionby individuals by

businesses and by governments

Energy efficiency and the advance of current proven emission-

reducing technologies are necessary but not sufficient to

significantly reduce climate impacts

ExxonMobil believes technology is an essential component of any

long-term plan to address climate change risks but has done little

with regard to renewable technologies This contrasts with the

activities of ExxonMobils competitors BP Royal Dutch Shell

and Chevron

ExxonMobils 2007 Outlook for Energy View to 2030 projects

renewables growing at percent annually oil and gas remaining

indispensable to meet energy demand and energy-related C02

emissions increasing to an annual level of 37 billion tons compared

to 27 billion tons in 2005



As longterm investors looking to and beyond 2030

ExxonMobils Energy Outlooks timeframewe believe farseeing

renewable energy policy will create advantage for our company

We therefore ask your support for this resolution

RESOLVED That ExxonMobils Board adopt policy for

renewable energy research development and sourcing reporting

on its progress to investors in 2009

Text 499 words

Stephen Viederman

                    

                               

                                      

12/10/07 1121       

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



JExxon Mobil Corporation

Investor Relations

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving Texas 75039

EonMobi1

December 17 2007

VIA UPS OVERNiGHT DELI VERY

Ms Jennifer Nolan

do Farha-Joyce Haboucha

Rockefeller Co Inc

30 Rockefeller Plaza

Room 5600

New York NY 10112-0002

Dear Ms Thorn

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter indicating that you wish to co-file the

proposal previously submitted by Mr Stephen Viederman concerning renewable

energy policy in connection with ExxonMobils 2008 annual meeting of shareholders

However as noted in your letter proof of share ownership was not included with your

submission

SEC Rule 4a-8 copy enclosed requires that in order to be eligible to submit

proposal you must have continuously held at least $2000 in market value of the

companys securities entitled to vote at the meeting for at least one year by the date you

submit proposal Since you do not appear on our records as registered

shareholder you must submit proof that you meet these eligibility requirements such as

by providing statement from the record holder for example bank or broker whose

name appears on the Depository Trust and Clearing Corporations listing of ExxonMobil

nominee shareholders of securities that you may own beneficially

Note in particular that your proof of ownership must be provided by the holder of

record must indicate that you owned the required amount of securities as of

December 10 2007 the date of submission of the proposal must state that you
have continuously owned the securities for at least 12 months prior to December 10

2007 and must be dated on or after the date of submission See paragraph b2 of

Rule 4a-8 Question for more information on ways to prove eligibility



Ms Jennifer Nolan

December 17 2007

Page two

Your response adequately correcting this problem must be postmarked or transmitted

electronically to us no later than 14 days from the date you receive this notification

We also acknowledge that you have designated Mr Stephen Viederman as the lead

filer to act on your behalf for all purposes in connection with this proposal

Sincerely

David Henry

Section Head Shareholder Relations

Enclosure

Mr Stephen Viederman



Quantum View
Quantum ViewNotify@

ups.com

12/19/07 0427 PM
Please respond to

auto-notifyups.com

To denise.kjowman@exxonmobil.com

cc

bcc

Subject UPS Delivery Notification Tracking Number

Z751 05X01 95082848

Do not reply to this e-mail UPS and Exxon Mobil Corp will not receive your reply

At the request of Exxon Mobil Corpthis notice is to confirm that the following

shipment has been delivered

Important Delivery Information

Delivery Date Time 19-December-2007 /416 PM

Delivery Location GUARD

Signed by HANKERSON

ShipmentDetail

Ship To
Farha-Joyce Haboucha

Rockefeller Co Inc

30 Rockefeller Plaza

Room 5600

NEW YORK
NY
101120085

Us

UPS Service

Shipment Type

NEXT DAY AIR

Letter

Tracking Number
Reference Number

Z751 05X01 95082848

0137/6401

This e-mail contains proprietary information and may be confidential If you are not the intended recipient

of this e-mail you are hereby notified that any dissemination distribution or copying of this message is

strictly prohibited If you received this message in error please delete it immediately

This e-mail was automatically generated by UPS e-mail services at the shippers request Any reply to



30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YoRK N.Y 10112

RooM 5600 212 649-5800

Mr David Henry

Section Head Shareholder Relations

ExxonMobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Blvd

Irving TX 75039

Dear Mr Henry

December 19 2007

In response to your letter of December 17 2007 this letter will confirm my ownership of

at least 355 shares of ExxonMobil common stock These shares are held by

JPMorganChase as my custodian All of the shares have been held continuously for at

least 12 months prior to and through December 10 2007 the date of submission of my

proposal and the shares will continue to be held through the date of ExxonMobils 2008

annual meeting

enclose copy of my custodians letter dated December 10th as proof of ownership in

the above account for the requisite time period

Jennfer Nolan

do Farha-Joyce Haboucha

Rockefeller Co Inc

30 Rockefeller Plaza

New York NY 10112-0002 SHAREHOLDER RELATONS

iJa ZOO

NO OF SHARES__COMMENT_

Jennifer



JPMorganO
Private Bank

December 10 2007

Mr David Henry

Vice President Investor Relations

ExxonMobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Blvd

hying TX 75039

Re Exxon Shareholder Resolution

Dear Mr Henry

The JPMorganChase bank is the custodian for Jennifer Nolan As of December 10 2007

Jennifer Nolan held 355 shares of BxxonMobil Corporation common stock cusip

30231G102

The above account has continuously owned at least 355 shares of ExxonMobil common

stock for at least 12 months prior to and through December 10 2007

Very truly yours

Linnea Messina

JPMorgan Services Inc as agent for JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A 500 Stanton Christiana Road Newark DE 19713-2107

JPMorgan Private Rank is the marketing name for the private banking activities of JPMorgan Chase Co and its subsidiaries worldwide



Ms Gwendolen Noyes

                                       

                                  

December 2007

Mr Henry Hubble

Corporate Secretary

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving TX 75039

Dear Mr Hubble

own 1056 shares of Exxon Mobil Corporation stock We believe that companies with

commitment to customers employees communities and the environment will prosper long-

term Among our top social objectives is the assurance that our companies are doing all that

they can to be more transparent

Therefore we are submitting the enclosed shareholder proposal as co-sponsor with

Steven Viederman for inclusion in the 2008 proxy statement in accordance with Rule 4a-8

of the General Rules and Regulations of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 We are the

beneficial owner as defined in Rule 3d-3 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 of the

above mentioned number of Exxon Mobil Corporation shares

We have been shareholder for more than one year and will provide verification of

ownership position upon request We will continue to be an investor through the stockholder

meeting representative of the filers will attend the stockholders meeting to move the

resolution as required by SEC rules

We consider Steven Viederman as therimaryfilerofthis resolution and ourselves as

co-filer Please copy correspondence both to me and to Timothy Smith at Walden We
look forward to your response

Sincerely

Gwendolen Noyes

End Resolution Text SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL

DEC 072007

NO OF SKARES______________
HSTRIBUTION HHH REG TJG

LKB JEP DGH SMD

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



VIA FACSIMILE 972-444-1505

Mr David Henry

SeOtion Head Shareholder Relations

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Blvd

Irving TX 75039

Dear Mr Henry

Regarding the proposal concerning renewable energy policy which have co-filed for

the 2008 Exxon Mobil Corporation Annual Meeting of Shareholders designate Mr

Stephen Viederman as the lead filer to act on my behalf for all purposes in connection

with this proposal The lead filer is specifically authorized to engage in discussions with

the company concerning the proposal and to agree on modifications or withdrawal of

the proposal on my behalf In addition authorize ExxonMobil and the Securities and

Exchange Commission to communicate solely with the above named lead filer as

representative of the filer group in connection with any no-action letter or other

correspondence

Sincerely

Ms Gwendolen Noyes



Boston Trust Investment

Management Company

December 2007

To Whom It May Concern

Boston Trust Investment Management Company manages assets and acts as

custodian for the Gwendolen Noyes through its Walden Asset Management
division We are writing to verify that Gwendolen Noyes currently owns 1056

shares of Exxon Mobil Corporation Cusip 30231G102 We confirm that

Gwendolen Noyes has beneficial ownership of at least $2000 in market value

of the voting securities of Exxon Mobil Corporation and that such beneficial

ownership has existed for one or more years in accordance with rule 4a-8a1
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 Further it is their intent to hold greater

than $2000 in market value through the next annual meeting of Exxon Mobil

Corporation

Sincerely

Timothy Smith

Senior Vice President

Ore Beacon Street Boston Massacusetts 02t08 6t 726.7250 fax 617 227 2690 S-



Fxxon Mobil Corporation

Investor Relations

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving Texas 75039

EonMobiI

December 112007

VIA UPS OVERNIGHT DELIVERY

Ms Gwendolen            
                                       
                                  

Dear Ms Noyes

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter indicating that you wish to co-file the

proposal previously submitted by Mr Stephen Viederman concerning renewable

energy policy in connection with ExxonMobils 2008 annual meeting of shareholders

By copy of letter from Boston Trust Investment Management Company share

ownership has been verified

In accordance with SEC staff legal bulletins dealing with co-filers of shareholder

proposals we ask that you complete and return the enclosed form so that we may have
and be able to provide the SEC staff clear documentation indicating which filer is

designated to act as lead filer and granting the lead filer authority to agree to

modifications and/or withdrawal of the proposal on your behalf Without this

documentation clarifying the role of the lead filer as representative of the filing group it

will be difficult for us to engage in productive dialogue concerning this proposal The
form that was included with your letter referenced different proposal

SincerelyiQ
David Henry

Section Head Shareholder Relations

Enclosure

Mr Timothy Smith

Mr Stephen Viederman

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



QuantumView To denise.k.lowman@exxonmobil.com

QuantumViewNotify@

ups.com
bcc

12/12/07 0852 AM Subject UPS Delivery Notification Tracking Number

Please respond to 1Z75105X0195842008

auto.notify@ups.com

Do not reply to this e-mail UPS and Exxon Mobil Corp will not receive your reply

At the request of Exxon Mobil Corp this notice is to confirm that the following

shipment has been delivered

Important Delivery Information

Delivery Date Time 12-December-2007 /906 AM

Driver Release Location FRONT DOOR

ShipmentDetail

Ship To
Ms Gwendolen Noyes

Ms Gwendolen Noyes

                                       
                      
      
                  

     

UPS Service NEXT DAY AIR

Shipment Type Letter

Tracking Number Z751 05X01 95842008

Reference Number 0137/6401

This e-mail contains proprietary information and may be confidential If you are not the intended recipient

of this e-mail you are hereby notified that any dissemination distribution or copying of this message is

strictly prohibited If you received this message in error please delete it immediately

This e-mail was automatically generated by UPS e-mail services at the shippers request Any reply to

this e-mail will not be received by UPS or the shipper Please contact the shipper directly if you have

questions regarding the referenced shipment or you wish to discontinue this notification service

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



December 2007

Mr Henry Hubble

Corporate Secretary

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving TX 75039

Dear Mr Hubble

Mr Thomas Noyes

                              

                                 

My wife Patricia and own 6400 shares of Exxon Mobil Corporation stock We
believe that companies with commitment to customers employees communities and the
environment will prosper long-term Among our top social objectives is the assurance that

our companies are doing all that they can to be more transparent

Therefore we are submitting the enclosed shareholder proposal as co-sponsor with

Steven Viederman for inclusion in the 2008 proxy statement in accordance with Rule 4a-8
of the General Rules and Regulations of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 We are the
beneficial owner as defined in Rule 3d-3 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 of the
above mentioned number of Exxon Mobil Corporation shares

We have been shareholder for more than one year and will provide verification of

ownership position upon request We will continue to be an investor through the stockholder

meeting representative of the filers will attend the stockholders meeting to move the
resolution as required by SEC rules

We consider Steven Viederman as the primary filet1 of this resolution and ourselves as
co-filer Please copy correspondence both to me and to Timothy Smith at Walden We

look forward to your response

End Resolution Text SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL

DEC 72007

NO OF SHAUES______________
DISTRIBUTION HHH REG hG

LKB JEP DGH SMD

Thomas Noyes

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



VIA FACSIMILE 972-444-1505

Mr David Henry

Section Head Shareholder Relations

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Blvd

Irving TX 75039

Dear Mr Henry

Regarding the proposal concerning Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions which have

co-filed for the 2008 Exxon Mobil Corporation Annual Meeting of Shareholders

designate Sister Patricia Daly OP as the lead filer to act on my behalf for all

purposes in connection with this proposal The lead filer is specifically authorized to

engage in discussions with the company concerning the proposal and to agree on

modifications or withdrawal of the proposal on my behalf In addition authorize

ExxonMobil and the Securities and Exchange Commission to communicate solely with

the above named lead filer as representative of the filer group in connection with any
no-action letter or other correspondence

Sincerely

name

Thomas Noyes



Boston Trust Investment

Management Company

December 2007

To Whom It May Concern

Boston Trust Investment Management Company manages assets and acts as

custodian for the Thomas Noyes through its Walden Asset Management
division We are writing to verify that Thomas Noyes currently owns 6400
shares of Exxon Mobil Corporation Cusip 30231 G102 We confirm that

Thomas Noyes has beneficial ownership of at least $2000 in market value of

the voting securities of Exxon Mobil Corporation and that such beneficial

ownership has existed for one or more years in accordance with rule 14a-8a1
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 Further it is their intent to hold greater
than $2000 in market value through the next annual meeting of Exxon Mobil

Corporation

Sincerely

Timothy Smith

Senior Vice President

One Beacon St reel Boston Massachusetts 02108 617 726 7250 fa 617 227 2690 6678



EXXONMOBIL
RENEWABLE ENERGY POLICY

There is remarkable near universal consensus among scientists regarding the need for

aggressive action on climate change supported by an overwhelming non-partisan cross

section of 84 percent of Americans Opinion Research Corporation 11/07 as well as

fast growing number of corporations in all sectors of the global economy

We share the view of the World Energy Council and the International Energy Agency
that carbon-based energy sources must be significantly reduced while undertaking

new focus on aggressively expanding renewable sources

ExxonMobil Chair Rex Tillerson acknowledges it is increasingly clear that climate

change poses risks to society and ecosystems that are serious enough to warrant

actionby individuals by businesses and by governments

Energy efficiency and the advance of current proven emission-reducing technologies
are necessary but not sufficient to significantly reduce climate impacts

ExxonMobil believes technology is an essential component of any long-term plan to

address climate change risks but has done little with regard to renewable

technologies This contrasts with the activities of ExxonMobils competitors BP Royal
Dutch Shell and Chevron

ExxonMobils 2007 Outlook for Energy View to 2030 project renewables growing at

percent annually oil and gas remaining indispensable to meet energy demand and

energy-related C02 emissions increasing to an annual level of 37 billion tons compared
to 27 billion tons in 2005

Mr Tillerson recognizes The energy challenges faced by the world are undeniable

ExxonMobil describes itself as Taking on the worlds toughest energy challenges

However ExxonMobils failing to enunciate renewables policy reflects the thinking of

traditional oil and gas company not farseeing energy company

The urgency reflected in Mr Tillersons statements are not reflected in ExxonMobils

policies and actions regarding renewables

The World Energy Council makes clear it is myth that the task of meeting the worlds

energy needs while addressing climate change is simply too expensive and too

daunting

Breakthroughs in renewables will be made in the years ahead by companies in the

forefront of renewables research and development Responding to increasing demand

throughout the worldChina has targeted 20% of its energy to come from renewables

by 2020will give corporate leaders competitive advantage While renewables now



occupy small market share the availability of new and better renewable technologies

will not only fill the growing demand but also create new demand

ExxonMobils research and development capabilities are uniquely positioned to meet

the renewable energy challenge and bring it to scale creating competitive advantage for

our company

Significant research and development on game-changing technologies for the long-

term Tillerson 11/12/07 is needed now that will meet both energy demand and social

and environmental goals criteria proposed by the World Energy Council

As longterm investors looking to and beyond 2030 ExxonMobils Energy Outlooks

timeframe we believe farseeing renewable energy policy will create advantage for our

company

We therefore ask your support for this resolution

RESOLVED That ExxonMobils Board adopt policy for renewable energy research

development and sourcing reporting on its progress to investors in 2009



Exxon Mobil Corporation

Investor Relations

5959 Las Cdlinas Boulevard

Irving Texas 75039

EonMobi1

December 11 2007

VIA UPS OVERNIGHT DEUVERY

Mr Thomas Noyes

                              

                                 

Dear Mr Noyes

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter indicating that you wish to co-file the

proposal previously submitted by Mr Stephen Viederman concerning renewable

energy policy in connection with ExxonMobils 2008 annual meeting of shareholders

By copy of letter from Boston Trust Investment Management Company share

ownership has been verified

In accordance with SEC staff legal bulletins dealing with co-filers of shareholder

proposals we ask that you complete and return the enclosed form so that we may have
and be able to provide the SEC staff clear documentation indicating which filer is

designated to act as lead filer and granting the lead filer authority to agree to

modifications and/or withdrawal of the proposal on your behalf Without this

documentation clarifying the role of the lead filer as representative of the filing group it

will be difficult for us to engage in productive dialogue concerning this proposal The

form that was included with your letter referenced different proposal

Sincerely

David Henry
Section Head Shareholder Relations

Enclosure

Mr Timothy Smith

Mr Stephen Viederman

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



QuantumView
Quantum ViewNotify@

ups.cóm

12/13/07 0929 PM

Please respond to

auto-notifyups.com

To dŁnise.k.lowman@exxonmobil.com

cc

bcc

Subject UPS Delivery Notification Tracking Number

1Z75105X019241 7787

Do not reply to this e-mail UPS and Exxon Mobil Corp will not receive your reply

At the request of Exxon Mobil Corpthis notice is to confirm that the following

shipment has been delivered

Important Delivery Information

Delivery Date Time 3-December-2007 455 PM
Driver Release Location MET CUSTOMER WO

ShipmentDetail

Ship To
Mr Thomas Noyes

Mr Thomas Noyes

                              

            
    

                  

     

UPS Service

Shipment Type

NEXT DAY AIR

Letter

Tracking Number

Reference Number

Z751 05X01 92417787

0137/6401

This e-mail contains proprietary information and may be confidential If you are not the intended recipient

of this e-mail you are hereby notified that any dissemination distribution or copying of this message is

strictly prohibited If you received this message in error please delete it immediately

This e-mail was automatically generated by UPS e-mail services at the shippers request Any reply to

this e-mail will not be received by UPS or the shipper Please contact the shipper directly if you have

questions regarding the referenced shipment or you wish to discontinue this notification service

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



THE CHRISTOPHER REYNOLDS FOUNDATION INC
267 Fifrh Avenue Suite 1001

New York NY 10016

Telephone

E-Mail CRFNY@aoLcorn

532-1403

Website www.creynoids.org

DEC1O200

December 42007

Mr Henry Hübble

Corporate Secretary

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving TX 75039-2298

Dear Mr Hubble

The Christopher Reynolds Foundation private grant-making foundation holds at least

13587 shares of Exxon Mobil Corporation and believes as we know you do that good

governance is essential for building shareholder value We also believe that companies

with commitment to customers employees communities and the enviromnent will

prosper long-tenn Research is proliferating that indicates companies taking steps to

address the risks associated with global climate change will benefit from enhanced

shareholder value

We will continue to invest in at least the requisite number of shares for proxy resolutions

through the stockholders meeting representative of the filers will attend the

stockholders meeting to move the resolution as required by the SEC rules

Therefore the attached proposal is submitted for inclusion in the 2008 proxy statement in

accordance with Rule l4a-8 of the General Rules and Regulations of the Securities Act of

1934 We have been shareholder for more than one year and have held over $2000

worth of stock representative will attend the shareholders meeting to move the

resolution as required by the SEC Rules We are filing this resolution as co-filer with

Steven Viederman as the primary filer We are pleased to provide proof of ownership

upon request We expect number of other investors will co-file this resolution with us

We look forward to further discussion

Sincerely

Andr Panaritis SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL

AP/rfv DEC 2007

NO OF

0f8UtkN
i3JEP 1GH SMO



VIA FACSIMILE 972-444-1505

Mr David Henry

Section Head Shareholder Relations

Exxon Mobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Blvd

Irving TX 75039

Dear Mr Henry

Regarding the proposal concerning renewable energy policy which have co-filed on

behalf of The Christopher Reynolds Foundation for the 2008 Exxon Mobil Corporation

Annual Meeting of Shareholders designate Mr Stephen Viederman as the lead filer to

act on my behalf for all purposes in connection with this proposal The lead filer is

specifically authorized to engage in discussions with the company concerning the

proposal and to agree on modifications or withdrawal of the proposal on my behalf In

addition authorize ExxonMobil and the Securities and Exchange Commission to

communicate solely with the above named lead filer as representative of the filer group

in connection with any no-action letter or other correspondence

Sincerely

Andrea Panaritis



EXXONMOBIL
RENEWABLE ENERGY POLICY

There is remarkable near universal consensus among scientists

regarding the need for aggressive action on climate change

supported by an overwhelming non-partisan cross section of 84

percent of Americans Opinion Research Corporation 11/07 as

well as fast growing number of corporations in all sectors of the

global economy

We share the view of the World Energy Council and the

International Energy Agency that carbon-based energy sources

must be significantly reduced while undertaking new focus on

aggressively expanding renewable sources

ExxonMobil Chair Rex Tillerson acknowledges it is increasingly

clear that climate change poses risks to society and ecosystems that

are serious enough to warrant actionby individuals by

businesses and by governments

Energy efficiency and the advance of current proven emission-

reducing technologies are necessary but not sufficient to

significantly reduce climate impacts

ExxoiiMobil believes technology is an essential component of any

long-term plan to address climate change risks but has done little

with regard to renewable technologies This contrasts with the

activities of ExxonMobils competitors BP Royal Dutch Shell

and Chevron

ExxonMobils 2007 Outlook for Energy View to 2030 projects

renewables growing at percent annually oil and gas remaining

indispensable to meet energy demand and energy-related C02

emissions increasing to an annual level of 37 billion tons compared

to 27 billion tons in 2005



Mr Tillerson recognizes The energy challenges faced by the

world are undeniable ExxonMobildescribes itself as Taking on

the worlds toughest energy challenges However ExxonMobils

failing to enunciate renewables policy reflects the thinking of

traditional oil and gas company not farseeing energy company

The urgency reflected in Mr Tillersons statements are not

reflected in ExxonMobils policies and actions regarding

renewables

The World Energy Council makes clear it is myth that the task

of meeting the worlds energy needs while addressing climate

change is simply too expensive and too daunting

Breakthroughs in renewables will be made in the years ahead by

companies in the forefront of renewables research and

development Responding to increasing demand throughout the

worldChina has targeted 20% of its energy to come from

renewables by 2020will give corporate leaders competitive

advantage While renewables now occupy small market share

the availability of new and better renewable technologies will not

only fill the growing demand but also create new demand

ExxonMobils research and development capabilities are uniquely

positioned to meet the renewable energy challenge and bring it to

scale creating competitive advantage for our company

Significant research and development on game-changing

technologies for the long-term Tillerson 11/12/07 is needed

now that will meet both energy demand and social and

environmental goals criteria proposed by the World Energy

Council



As longterm investors looking to and beyond 2030

ExxonMobils Energy Outlooks timeframe we believe farseeing

renewable energy policy will create advantage for our company

We therefore ask your support for this resolution

RESOLVED That ExxonMobils Board adopt policy for

renewable energy research development and sourcing reporting

on its progress to investors in 2009



Exxon Mobil Corporation
Investor Relations

5959 Las COlinas Boulevard

Irving Texas 75039

EoæMobU

December11 2007

VIA UPS OVERNIGHT DELIVERY

Ms Andrea Panaritis

The Christopher Reynolds Foundation Inc

267 Fifth Avenue Suite 1001

New York NY 10016

Dear Ms Panaritis

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter indicating that you wish to co-file on behalf of

The Christopher Reynolds Foundation co-filer the proposal previously submitted by

Mr Stephen Viederman concerning renewable energy policy in connection with

ExxonMobils 2008 annual meeting of shareholders However as noted in your letter

proof of share ownership was not included with your submission

SEC Rule 4a-8 copy enclosed requires that in order to be eligible to submit

proposal you must have continuously held at least $2000 in market value of the

companys securities entitled to vote at the meeting for at least one year by the date you

submit proposal Since the co-filer does not appear on our records as registered

shareholder you must submit proof that the co-filer meets these eligibility requirements

such as by providing statement from the record holder for example bank or broker

of securities that the co-filer may own beneficially

Note in particular that the co-filers proof of ownership must be provided by the

holder of record must indicate that the co-filer owned the required amount of

securities as of December 2007 the date of submission of the proposal must

State that the co-filer has continuously owned the securities for at least 12 months prior

to December 2007 and must be dated on or after the date of submission See

paragraph b2 of Rule 4a-8 Question for more information on ways to prove

eligibility

Your response adequately correcting this problem must be postmarked or transmitted

electronically to us no later than 14 days from the date you receive this notification



Ms Andrea Panaritis

December11 2007

Page two

In accordance with SEC staff legal bulletins dealing with co-filers of shareholder

proposals we ask that you complete and return the enclosed form so that we may have

and be able to provide the SEC staff clear documentation indicating which filer is

designated to act as lead filer and granting the lead filer authority to agree to

modifications and/or withdrawal of the proposal on your behalf Without this

documentation clarifying the role of the lead filer as representative of the filing group it

will be difficult for us to engage in productive dialogue concerning this proposal

Sincerely

David Henry

Section Head Sharehold$r Relations

Enclosures

Mr Stephen Viederman



QuantumView

QuantumViewNotify@

ups.com

12112107 0941 AM
Please respond to

auto-notify@ups.com

To enise.k.lowman@exxonmobil.com

cc

bcc

Subject UPS Delivery Notification Tracking Number

Z751 05X01 94433425

Do not reply to this e-mail UPS and Exxon Mobil Corp will not receive your reply

At the request of Exxon Mobil Corp this notice is to confirm that the following

shipment has been delivered

Important Delivery Information

Delivery Date Time 12-December-2007 952 AM

Delivery Location RECEPTION

Signed by VITARELLI

Shipment Detail

Ship To
Ms Andrea Panaritis

The Christopher Reynolds Foundation

267 Fifth Avenue Suite 1001

NEW YORK
NY
100167504

Us

UPS Service

Shipment Type

NEXT DAY AIR

Letter

Tracking Number

Reference Number

1Z751 05X01 94433425

0137/6401

This e-mail contains proprietary information and may be confidential If you are not the intended recipient

of this e-mail you are hereby notified that any dissemination distribution or copying of this message is

strictly prohibited If you received this message in error please delete it immediately

This e-mail was automatically generated by UPS e-mail services at the shippers request Any reply to

this e-mail will not be received by UPS or the shipper Please contact the shipper directly if you have



14850 North Scottsdale Road

Suite 600

Scottsdale AZ 85254

toll free 803347 5107

tel 480 922 7800

Morgan Stantey
fax 4809227878

December 12 2007

Mr David Henry

Exxon Mobil Corporation

Section Head Shareholder Relations

5959 Las Colinas Blvd

irving TX 75039

Dear Mr Henrj

Morgan Stanley acts as the custodian for the Christopher Reynolds
Foundation

We are writing to verify that as of this date the Christopher Reynolds Foundation currently owns 13587

shares of Exxon Mobil Corporation common stock We confirm that the Christopher Reynolds Foundation

has beneficial ownership of at least $2000 in market value of the voting securities of the Exxon Mobil

Corporation
and that such beneficial ownership has existed for one or more years in accordance with rule

14a-8 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 Further it is their intent to hold greater than $2000 in

market value through the next annual meeting of Exxon Mobil Corporation

Sinc

usa A.Cok

Financial Ad isor

SHAREHOLDER RELATIONS

DEC UU

NO OF SHARES__
COMMENTACTION_-



30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YoRK NY 10112

RooM 5600 212 649-5600

December 10 2007

Mr Rex Tillerson

Chairman of the Board and CEO
ExxonMobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving TX 75039-2298

Dear Mr Tillerson

Abby Rockefeller descendant of John Rockefeller have continuously owned

more than $2000 worth of ExxonMobil Corporation common stock for more than one year

and will be holding this stock throughout the period ending with ExxonMobils 2008 annual

meeting Proof of ownership will be submitted to you under separate cover

Therefore please find the enclosed shareholder resolution concerning Renewable Energy

Policy am co-filing this resolution for the 2008 ExxonMobil Corporation Annual Meeting

of Shareholders This is being done in accordance with Rule 4-a-8 of the General Rules and

Regulations of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 for consideration and action by the

shareholders at the next annual meeting

Regarding this proposal designate Mr Stephen Viederman as the lead filer to act on my
behalf for all purposes in connection with this proposal The lead filer is specifically

authorized to engage in discussions with the company concerning the proposal and to agree

on modifications or withdrawal of the proposal on my behalf If ExxonMobil would like to

discuss the substance of this proposal please contact Stephen Viederman at                       

                                                                                            

Very truly yours

oço cS\
Abby Rockefeller

cc Mr David Henry ExxonMobil Corporation

Mr Stephen Viederman

AbbyA Rockefeller
SHAREHOLDER PROPOSAL

do Farha-.Joyce Haboucha

Rockefeller Co Inc DEC
30 Rockefeller Plaza

New York NY 10112-0002 NO OF

212-649-1769 ihaboucha@rockco corn tSTRIBUTJON HHH REG TJG
LKB JEP DGH SMO

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



EXXONMOBIL
RENEWABLE ENERGY POLICY

There is remarkable near universal consensus among scientists

regarding the need for aggressive action on climate change

supported by an overwhelming non-partisan cross section of 84

percent of Americans OpinionResearch Corporation 11/07 as

well as fast growing numberof corporations in all sectors of the

global economy

We share the view of the World Energy Council and the

International Energy Agency that carbon-based energy sources

mustbe significantly reduced while undertaking new focus on

aggressively expanding renewable sources

ExxonMobil Chair Rex Tillerson acknowledges it is increasingly

clear that climate change poses risks to society and ecosystems that

are serious enough to warrant actionby individuals by

businesses and by governments

Energy efficiency and the advance of current proven emission-

reducing technologies are necessary but not sufficient to

significantly reduce climate impacts

ExxonMobil believes technology is an essential component of any

long-term plan to address climate change risks but has done little

with regard to renewable technologies This contrasts with the

activities of ExxonMobils competitors BP Royal Dutch Shell

and Chevron

ExxonMobils 2007 Outlook for Energy View to 2030 projects

renewables growing at percent annually oil and gas remaining

indispensable to meet energy demand and energy-related C02

emissions increasing to an annual level of 37 billion tons compared

to 27 billion tons in 2005



As longterm investors looking to and beyond 2030

ExxonMobil Energy Outlook timeframe we believe farseeing

renewable energy policy will create advantage for our company

We therefore ask your support for this resolution

RESOLVED That ExxonMobils Board adopt policy for

renewable energy research development and sourcing reporting

on its progress to investors in 2009

Text 499 words

Stephen Viederman

                    

                               

                                      

12/10/07 437       

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



Exxon Mobil Corporation

Investor Relations

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving Texas 75039

EonMobi1

December 17 20.07

VIA UPS OVERNIGHT DELIVERY

Ms Abby Rockefeller

do Farha-Joyce Haboucha

Rockefeller Co Inc

30 Rockefeller Plaza

Room 5600

New York NY 10112-0002

Dear Ms Rockefeller

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter indicating that you wish to co-file the

proposal previously submitted by Mr Stephen Viederman concerning renewable

energy policy in connection with ExxonMobils 2008 annual meeting of shareholders

However as noted in your letter proof of share ownership was not included with your

submission

SEC Rule 14a-8 copy enclosed requires that in order to be eligible to submit

proposal you must have continuously held at least $2000 in market value of the

companys securities entitled to vote at the meeting for at least one year by the date you

submit proposal Since you do not appear on our records as registered

shareholder you must submit proof that you meet these eligibility requirements such as

by providing statement from the record holder for example bank or broker whose

name appears on the Depository Trust and Clearing Corporations listing of ExxonMobil

nominee shareholders of securities that you may own beneficially

Note in particular that your proof of ownership must be provided by the holder of

record must indicate that you owned the required amount of securities as of

December 10 2007 the date of submission of the proposal must state that you

have continuously owned the securities for at least 12 months prior to December 10

2007 and must be dated on or after the date of submission See paragraph b2 of

Rule 4a-8 Question for more information on ways to prove eligibility



Ms Abby Rockefeller

December 17 2007

Page two

Your response adequately correcting this problem must be postmarked or transmitted

electronically to us no later than 14 days from the date you receive this notification

In accordance with SEC staff legal bulletins dealing with co-filers of shareholder

proposals we ask that you complete and return the enclosed form so that we may have

and be able to provide the SEC staff clear documentation indicating which filer is

designated to act as lead filer and granting the lead filer authority to agree to

modifications and/or withdrawal of the proposal on your behalf Without this

documentation clarifying the role of the lead filer as representative of the filing group it

will be difficult for us tb engage in productive dialogue concerning this proposal

We also acknowledge that you have designated Mr Stephen Viederman as the lead

filer to act on your behalf for all purposes in connection with this proposal

David Henry

Section Head Shareholder Relations

Enclosure

Mr Stephen Viederman



QuantumView To enise.kJowmanexxonmobil.com

QuantumViewNotlfy

ups.com
cc

bcc

12/19/07 0427 PM Subject UPS Delivery Notification Tracking Number

Please respond to 1Z751 05X01 95082848

auto-notifyupscom

Do not reply to this e-mail UPS and Exxon Mobil Corp will not receive your reply

At the request of Exxon Mobil Corp this notice is to confirm that the following

shipment has been delivered

Important Delivery Information

Delivery Date Time 19-December-2007 /416 PM

Delivery Location GUARD

Signed by HANKERSON

Shipment Detail

Ship To
Farha-Joyce Haboucha

Rockefeller Co Inc

30 Rockefeller Plaza

Room 5600

NEW YORK
NY
101120085

US

UPS Service NEXT DAY AIR

Shipment Type Letter

Tracking Number 1Z751 05X01 95082848

Reference Number 01 37/6401

This e-mail contains proprietary information and may be confidential If you are not the intended recipient

of this e-mail you are hereby notified that any dissemination distribution or copying of this message is

strictly prohibited If you received this message in error please delete it immediately

This e-mail was automatically generated by UPS e-mail services at the shippers request Any reply to



30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK N.Y 10112

RooM 5600 212 649-5600

Mr David Henry

Section Head Shareholder Relations

ExxonMobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Blvd

Irving TX 75039

Dear Mr Henry

December 19 2007

In response to your letter of December 17 2007 this letter will confirm my ownership of

at least 12024 shares of ExxonMobil common stock These shares are held by

JPMorganChase as my custodian All of the shares have been held continuously for at

least 12 months prior to and through December 10 2007 the date of submission of my
proposal and the shares will continue to be held through the date of ExxonMobils 2008

annual meeting

enclose copy of my custodians letter dated December 10th as proof of ownership in

the above account for the requisite time period

DEC id7

NQ QF SHARES.__

Abby Rockefeller

Abby Rockefeller

c/o Far/ia-Joyce Haboucha

Rockefeller Co Inc

30 Rockefeller Plaza

New York NY 10112-0002 SHAREHOLDER RELATIONS



JPMorgan
Private Bank

December 10 2007

Mr David Henry

Vice President Investor Relations

ExxonMobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Blvd

Irving TX 75039

Re Exxon Shareholder Resolution

Dear Mr Henry

The JPMorganChase bank is the custodian for Abby Rockefeller As of December 10

2007 Abby Rockefeller held 12024 shares of ExxonMobil Corporation common stock

cusip 3023 1G102

The above account has continuously owned at least 12024 shares of ExxonMobil

common stock for at least 12 months prior to and through December 10 2007

Very truly yours

Linnea Messina

JPMorgan Services Inc as agent for JPMorgan Chase BankN.A 500 Stanton Christiana Road Newark DE 19713-2107

JPMorgan Private Bank is the marketing name for the private banking activities of PMorgan Chase Co and its subsidiaries worldwide



30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YoRK NY 10112

RooM seoo
212 649-5600

December 10 2007

Mr Rex Tillerson

Chainnan of the Board and CEO

Chief Executive Officer

ExxonMobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving TX 7503 9-2298

Dear Mr Tillerson

Laura Thorn descendant of John Rockefeller have continuously owned more than

$2000 worth of ExxonMobil Corporation common stock for more than one year and will be

holding this stock throughout the period ending with ExxonMobils 2008 annual meeting

Proof of ownership will be submitted to you under separate cover

Therefore please find the enclosed shareholder resolution concerning Renewable Energy

Policy am co-filing this resolution for the 2008 ExxonMobil Corporation Annual Meeting

of Shareholders This is being done in accordance with Rule 14-a-8 of the General Rules and

Regulations of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 for consideration and action by the

shareholders at the next annual meeting

Regarding this proposal designate Mr Stephen Viederman as the lead filer to act on my

behalf for all purposes in connection with this proposal The lead filer is specifically

authorized to engage in discussions with the company concerning the proposal and to agree

on modifications or withdrawal of the proposal on my behalf If ExxonMobil would like to

discuss the substance of this proposal please contact Stephen Viederman at                    

                                                                                            

Very truly yours

Laura Thorn

cc Mr David Henry ExxonMobil Corporation

Mr Stephen Viederman

Laura Thorn

do Farha-Joyce Haboucha

Rockefeller Co Inc sM.
30 Rockefeller Plaza

SHPREHOW PROP

New York NY 10112-0002

DEC 2007

NO OF ShMES_
0ISTRBUTION HF4H REG TiG

LKB JEP DGH SMO

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



EXXONMOBIL
RENEWABLE ENERGY POLICY

There is remarkable near universal consensus among scientists

regarding the need for aggressive action on climate change

supported by an overwhelming non-partisan cross section of 84

percent of Americans Opinion Research Corporation 11/07 as

well as fast growing number of corporations in all sectors of the

global economy

We share the view of the World Energy Council and the

International Energy Agency that carbon-based energy sources

must be significantly reduced while undertaking new focus on

aggressively expanding renewable sources

ExxonMobil Chair Rex Tillerson acknowledges it is increasingly

clear that climate change poses risks to society and ecosystems that

are serious enough to warrant actionby individuals by

businesses and by governments

Energy efficiency and the advance of current proven emission-

reducing technologies are necessary but not sufficient to

significantly reduce climate impacts

ExxonMobil believes technology is an essential component of any

long-term plan to address climate change risks but has done little

with regard to renewable technologies This contrasts with the

activities of ExxonMobiis competitors BP Royal Dutch Shell

and Chevron

ExxonMobils 2007 Outlook for Energy View to 2030 projects

renewables growing at percent annually oil and gas remaining

indispensable to meet energy demand and energy-related CO2

emissions increasing to an annual level of 37 billion tons compared

to 27 billion tons in 2005



As longterm investors looking to and beyond 2030

ExxonMobils Energy Outlooks tirneframe we believe farseeing

renewable energy policy will create advantage for our company

We therefore ask your support for this resolution

RESOLVED That ExxonMobils Board adopt policy for

renewable energy research development and sourcing reporting

on its progress to investors in 2009

Text 499 words

Stephen Viederman

                    

                               

                                      

12/7/07 550 PM

***FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16***



Exxon Mobil Corporation

Investor Relations

5959 Las Colinas Boulevard

Irving Texas 75039

EonMobii

December 17 2007

VIA UPS OVERNIGHT DELIVERY

Ms Laura Thorn

do Farha-Joyce Haboucha

Rockefeller Co Inc

30 Rockefeller Plaza

Room 5600

New York NY 10112-0002

Dear Ms Thorn

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter indicating that you wish to co-file the

proposal previously submitted by Mr Stephen Viederman concerning renewable

energy policy in connection with ExxonMobils 2008 annual meeting of shareholders

However as noted in your letter proof of share ownership was not included with your

submission

SEC Rule 14a-8 copy enclosed requires that in order to be eligible to submit

proposal you must have continuously held at least $2000 in market value of the

companys securities entitled to vote at the meeting for at least one year by the date you

submit proposal Since you do not appear on our records as registered

shareholder you must submit proof that you meet these eligibility requirements such as

by providing statement from the record holder for example bank or broker whose

name appears on the Depository Trust and Clearing Corporations listing of ExxonMobil

nominee shareholders of securities that you may own beneficially

Note in particular that your proof of ownership must be provided by the holder of

record must indicate that you owned the required amount of securities as of

December 10 2007 the date of submission of the proposal must state that you

have continuously owned the securities for at least 12 months prior to December 10

2007 and must be dated on or after the date of submission See paragraph b2 of

Rule 14a-8 Question for more information on ways to prove eligibility



Ms Laura Thorn

December 17 2007

Page two

Your response adequately correcting this problem must be postmarked or transmitted

electronically to us no later than 14 days from the date you receive this notification

We also acknowledge that you have designated Mr Stephen Viederman as the lead

filer to act on your behalf for all purposes in connection with this proposal

Sincerely

David Henry

Section Head Shareholder Relations

Enclosure

Mr Stephen Viederman



QuantumView To enise.kJowman@exxonmobiLcom

Quantum ViewNotify

ups.com
bcc

12/19/07 0427 PM Subject UPS Delivery Notification Tracking Number

Please respond to Z751 05X01 95082848

auto-notifyups.com

Do not reply to this e-mail UPS and Exxon Mobil Corp will not receive your reply

At the request of Exxon Mobil Corp this notice is to confirm that the following

shipment has been delivered

Important Delivery Information

Delivery Date Time 19-December-2007 /416 PM

Delivery Location GUARD

Signed by HANKERSON

ShipmentDetail

Ship To
Farha-Joyce Haboucha

Rockefeller Co Inc

30 Rockefeller Plaza

Room 5600

NEW YORK
NY
101120085

US

UPS Service NEXT DAY AIR

Shipment Type Letter

Tracking Number Z751 05X01 95082848

Reference Number 01 37/6401

This e-mail contains proprietary information and may be confidential If you are not the intended recipient

of this e-mail you are hereby notified that any dissemination distribution or copying of this message is

strictly prohibited If you received this message in error please delete it immediately

This e-mail was automatically generated by UPS e-mail services at the shippers request Any reply to



30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK N.Y 10112

ROOM seoo 212 649-5600

December 19 2007

Mr David Henry

Section Head Shareholder Relations

ExxonMobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Blvd

Irving TX 75039

Dear Mr Henry

In response to your letter of December 17 2007 this letter will confirm my ownership of

at least 181119 shares of ExxonMobil common stock These shares are held by

JPMorganChase as my custodian All of the shares have been held continuously for at

least 12 months prior to and through December 10 2007 the date of submission of my
proposal and the shares will continue to be held through the date of ExxonMobils 2008

annual meeting

enclose copy of my custodians letter dated December 10th as proof of ownership in

the above account for the requisite time period

Laura Thom

Laura Thorn

c/o Far/ia-Joyce Haboucha

Rockefeller Co Inc

30 Rockefeller Plaza

SHAREHOLDER RELATIONS

DEC 26 ZOU/

NO OF SkAfES__-_---
COMMENT ___



JPM0rgan
Private Bank

December 10 2007

Mr David Henry

Vice President Investor Relations

ExxonMobil Corporation

5959 Las Colinas Blvd

Irving TX 75039

Re Exxon Shareholder Resolution

Dear Mr Henry

The JPMorganChase bank is the custodian for Laura Thorn As of December 10 2007

Laura Thorn held 181119 shares of ExxonMobil Corporation common stock cusip

30231G102

The above account has continuously owned at least 181119 shares of ExxonMobil

common stock for at least 12 months prior to and through December 10 2007

Very truly yours

%4
Linnea Messina

JPMorgan Services Inc as agent for JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A 500 Stanton Christiana Road Newark DE 19713-2107

JPMorgan Private Bank is the marketing name for the private banking activities of JPMorgan Chase Co and its subsidiaries worldwide
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Projections targets expectations estimates and business plans in this report are forward-looking statements

Actual future results including energy demand growth and mix economic development patterns efficiency gains

resource recoveries capital expenditures technological developments emission reductions and project plans and

schedules could differ materially due to number of factors These include changes in market conditions affecting

the energy industry changes in law or government regulation unexpected technological developments and other

factors discussed in this report and under the heading Factors Affecting Future Results on our Web site at

wew.exxonmobiLcom References to resources in this report include quantities of oil and gas that are not yet

classified as proved reserves but that in the case of ExxonMobil figures we believe will ultimately be produced

Additional information on terms used in this report including our calculation of Return on Capital Employed is

available through our Web site under the heading Frequently Used Terms



Introduction Energy for Growing World

Energy is essential to our way of life to economic prog

ress and to raising and maintaining living standards The

pursuit of economic growth and better quality of life in

developing countries is driving global energy demand

New supplies of reliable affordable energy are needed

At the same time concerns about future energy

supply and climate change have heightened interest in

energy supply options energy prices and the effect of

energy use on the environment

We believe it is essential that industry plays an active

role in the ongoing dialogue about the future of energy

one which is grounded in reality focused on the long

term and intent on finding viable solutions

In this document we explain our views on future

energy trends the risks of climate change the prospects

for promising new energy technologies and ExxonMobils

activities in these areas

In particular we highlight the important relationship

between rising energy demand economic progress and

greenhouse gas emissions As policymakers seek to

ensure future energy supplies while addressing the risks

associated with global climate change it is critical that

the economic and social consequences in the devel

oped and the developing world are taken into account

Equally critical is recognition that huge investments

will be needed to meet the worlds growing energy needs

Energy is massive business Even as the largest non-

government energy company ExxonMobil produces just

two percent of the energy the world consumes every day

Projects take years to develop cost billions of dollars to

bring on stream and operate for decades

To be justified in making these large investments

companies need stable consistent government policies

to help projects remain robust over the long term

In world featuring both geopolitical and regulatory

uncertainty we believe ExxonMobil will be served well

by continuing to focus on operational and technical

excellence prudent risk management and responsible

business behavior ExxonMobil stands ready to meet the

many challenges of delivering energy for growing world



Section The Next Quarter-Century of Energy

Energy is long-term capital-intensive business As

major participant in the global energy industry we

must anticipate and adapt to trends and changes in our

industry so that we can make sound business decisions

and invest our shareholders money wisely in projects

that remain attractive over the long term

Every year we prepare long-range outlook of global

energy trends The 2005 outlook covers the period to the year

2030 and provides strategic framework to aid evaluation of

potential business opportunities

Economic growth and expanding populations

drive global energy needs

Energy is critical to economic progress The global economy

is expected to double in size by 2030 mainly driven by the

developing nations that today account for just over 20% of

the worlds economic output By 2030 this share will grow

to 30% led by rapidly expanding economies such as China

India Indonesia and Malaysia

World population is also expanding Today there are

nearly 6.5 billion people about 20% of whom live in de

veloped countries member nations of the Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Development OECD and the

remainder in developing non-OECD countries By 2030

population is expected to reach billion people with close

to 95% of this growth occurring in the developing world.1

Yet there are still about 1.6 billion people today without

access to electricity and about 2.4 billion who rely on basic

fuels such as wood and dung for heating and cooking.2

Economic growth in the developed and developing world

over the next quarter-century will have dramatic impact on

global energy demand and trade patterns

vast and growing need for energy

Every day the world consumes about 230 million barrels of

energy expressed in terms of oil equivalent or

MBDOE with demand split about equally between devel

oped and developing nations

By 2030 we expect the worlds energy needs to

be almost 50% greater than in 2005 with growth most

pronounced in the rapidly expanding developing countries

See Fig Perhaps most significant we anticipate energy

demand in developing Asia/Pacific to grow at 3.2% annu

ally increasing to one-third of the worlds total an amount

equivalent to the energy demand of North America and

Europe combined

Continuing progress in energy efficiency

Continued rapid improvement in energy efficiency mainly

driven by the development and use of new technology in the

transportation and power generation sectors is expected to

temper the growth in global energy demand

Fig

Growing World Energy Demand

Millions of Barrels
per Day sf Oil Equivalent MBDOE

Note For the purposes of this report the phrases developing countries and non-OECD countries are interchangeable

OECD countries are Australia Austria Belgium Canada Czech Republic Denmark Finland France Germany Greece

Hungary Iceland Ireland Italy Japan Republic of Korea Luxembourg Mexico the Netherlands New Zealand

Norway Poland Portugal Slovak Republic Spain Sweden Switzerland Turkey the UK and the United States

1.3%

27 32/

North

America 2.2%

18

Latin

Anierica

Asia/Pacific

Non-OECD

2000 ji 2030 Average Annual Growth 2000-2030



Fossil fuels remain the predominant

energy sources

Over time an increasingly diverse range of energy sources

and technologies will be needed But at least through 2030

fossil fuels will continue to satisfy the vast majority of global

demand See Fig on page These are the only fuels

with the scale and flexibility to meet the bulk of the world

vast energy needs over this period

Oil and gas combined will represent close to 60% of

overall energy in 2030 similar share to today

Oil use is expected to grow at 1.4% annually Significant

improvements in vehicle fuel economy will dampen

demand growth

Gas is expected to grow at 1.8% annually driven largely

by strong growth in global electricity demand

Coal like gas is expected to grow at 1.8% annually

driven by expanding power generation Despite higher

C02 intensity large indigenous supplies will give coal eco

nomic advantages in many nations particularly in Asia



Fig

Non4ossli energy supplies will expand

Nuclear will grow on average at 14% per year with the

largest growth in Asia although we expect North America

and Europe .to add new plants late in t..he outlook period

Hydro power is expected to grow at just under 2% per

year with increases .likeiy in China India and other devek

oping countries

The use of biomass including traditional fuels wood

dung used in developing countries and solid waste will

growabout 13%.per year

Wind and solar energy .combined will..iikely average bout

11% growtls per year supported by subsidies and .reiated

mandates Een with this rapid projected growth wind

and solar will contribute only 1% of total energy by 2030

illustrating the vast scale of the .globai energy sector

Biofuels including ethanol and biodiesel will grow from

less than one million b.arrels per day .MBD in 2005 to

about MBD in 2030

The prospects ..for wind solar biofuels nuclear and other

longerderm energy technologies are discussed further in

Section

Oil Increased transportation demand and improved

engine technology

Growth in oil demand will be driven by increasing transportar

tion needs especially in developing countries Widely avail

able most.affordable and supported by .global infrastructure

oil iduniquely suited as transport fuel There is no largmscale

alternative to oil as transport fuel in the near term

Critical to transportation demand will .be the size and

nature of the personal vehicle fleet By2030 we expect the

size..ofthe.U and European fleets to plateau while the

number of vehicles in Asia will nearly quadruple See Fig

Working to offset demand growth from the larger vehicle

fleet will be continuing improvements in fuel and engine

system technology and efficiency

Over the next 25 years we expect the average fuel

economy of new vehicles worldwide to improve by over

25% as result of both the evolution of technology as well

as shifts in the kinds of vehicles that people drive While

the rate of increase about 1% annually .may seem small it

is more than double the rate of global improvement that we

have seen in the past 10 years

Hybrid vehicle technology which couples the internal

combustion engine with an electric motor will play an increas

ingly important role as costs come down and it becomes

available on broader range of vehicles In cities where this

technology has its greatest advantages hybrid vehicles could

deliver fuel economy improvements in excess of 50%

We also anticipate significant efficiency improvements

to the basic internal combustion engine One promising

Fg.4

Anticipated Growth in Transportation 2000 2030

LighfrOuty Vehicles

M35n

Energy Demand Grows Fossil fuels remain predominant renewables grow rapidly from small base

Total World Energy
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development that ExxonMobil is working on is known as

Homogeneous Charge .ompression lgnition or HOCI

This technology combines aspects.of gasolire and diesel

engines HOCI has the potential to improve vehicle fuel

economy by 30% and be applicable to broad range of

vehicle types including hybrids

In addition to technology enhancements in vehicle power

trains we believe that technologies such as lighterweight

materials and improved lubricanis will play an important role

in delivering.valuable efficiency improvements to the trans

portation sector

Natural Gas Power generation emissions benefits

and LNG technology drive growth

Natural gas demand continues to rise with growing electric.

ity needs aided by inherent advantages in .efficidncy and

lower emissions Growth will be most rapid in Asia/Pacific

Wi anticipale that the efflciengy.cf electricity production

and distribution will continue to improve through deployment

of moreacvanced power generation technology and transmis

sion infrastructure

An important outcome.of this growing .gas demand is

the increasing role of natural gas imports particularly in the

mature regions .of North America and Europe where .iocal

production..is expectad to declina See Fig To balance

supply and demand the distance between the major natural

gasconsuming nations .a..nd their sources of .supply will grow

While pipelines will remain an efficient means to transport the.

majority of natural gas the world will increasingly rely on...iiquo

fled natural .gas .LNG transported in large volumes across

oceans.via LNG tankers

in North .America LNG imports .are expected to increase

to .abc.ut 259k of .supply .by 2030 versus about .3o.today

even with additional sup .plies via nor hem pipelines and

ti.ght gas developments
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Meeting Future Energy Needs Technology investment

and supportive governments are critical

To meet the anticipated 190 MBDOE of oil and gas demand

in 2030 the industry will need to find new supplies as well

as extend and expand existing production sources

Cor.tinued techno logy advances will be needed to

increase supplies while protecting the environment Tech

nology has continually expanded the industrys ability to

find develop produce and transport energy supplies while

reducing environmental impact These advances evolve

over time and are expected to continue to assist in meeting

growing global energy demandL

Hg

The Move to Deeper Waten Exploration depths

Depthln lent

Sophisticated reservoir imaging facilitated by the growth

in computing power allows the identification of previously

unknown oil and .gas deposits. Deepwater exploration

technology and extendedreach drilling allow the industry to

pinpoint and access .previously no ccessit.le resources See

Fig Continued success..in challenging environments

from arctic locations to water depths approaching two miles

demonstrate the industrys capacity for technical innovation

Technc logy not only ex.pands thegeological range of

where we produce but it also extends the types of supplies

that contribute to meeting .global dr..mand As we move

toward 2030 we anticipata.an increasing contribution from

frontier hydrocarbon resources such as oil sands and

extrarheavy oil While the technology needed to produce

these resources economically is available todS continued

RD will ensure that the required growth in production can

be .realizec in an efficient cosfreffective .and environmentally

responsible manner

Increasing supplies to meet demand will require substam

tial investment The International Energy Agency estimates

that the investment required to meet global energy demand

for 20042030 will be $17 trillion of which over $10 trillion is

required for electricity and $6 trillion over $200 billion annu

ally for oil and gas See Fig Financing will be critical

challenge with finding dependent on attractive competitive

investment conditions

Ag

Total World Energy Investment Requirement $17 Trillion

World Energy Investment 2OO42O3O

Over $200 billion per year required In Oil and Gas

But more than investment dollars and technology

advances will be needed Governments have vital role

to play in providing access to acreage opening markets

reducing barriers to trade and avoiding harmful policies

such as subsidies and regulations that can weaken or distort

energy markets Given the enormous investments involved

potential investors need to be confident of the sanctity of

contracts the recognition of intellectual property and support

for the ruieof law
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Managing the risks from increases in gobal

greenhouse gas emissions is an important concern for

ExxonMobil industry and governments around

the world

Economic growth and emissions reduction

Section described how increasing population and pros

perity especially in developing countries will drive up global

energy demand This will result in substantial increases

in greenhouse gas emissions particularly from developing

countries which will account for bout 8f of the growth in

CO2 emissions from 2000 through 2030 See Figi

ng 10

CO2 Emissions Growth Driven by Developing Countries

This poses challenge To deliver the benefits of contin

ued ec000mic progress fossil fuels rnare .expected 10 remain

the predominant source of world energy supply over this

prriod At the.same time g..overnments at all ievelsare

responding to growing concern about climate change by

taking policy actions to reducegreenhouse gas emissions

Policymakers face difficult .task where .these policies .restrict

fossil fuel use or add cost to their use they can also retard

economic development

It is therefore vital that policymakers and society take into

account the wider social and economic impacts of energy

and climate polic..ir.s

EoonMobil is involved in this.process through direct

participation in scientific technical economic and policy

forums and by working through trade associations to

engage in public policy discussions We .are also taking

actions in our own operations

Climate Policy Path forward is unclear

Until recently thefl policy debate focused .primarily on

near4erm em.issi0ns reductions in the framework of targets

and timetables set by the Kyoto Protocol The.first compli

ance period under the Protocol is 200201.2

Among those nations ratifying the Protocol the European

Union EU has been most active in seeking to implement it

An emissions trading scheme ETS has been established

which will limit emissions of C02 from certain industrial

activities including power production and refining Other

nations such as Japan and Canada are still considering

policies and regulations they may adopt

Most nations are not on track today to meet their

2008201 Kyoto targets with domestic actions The total

shortfall could be several hundred million metric tons of C02

per year

That shortfall may be eliminated if international emissions

trading enables countries to purchase sufficient allowances

from those countries with surpluses particularly Russia and

the Ukraine These two countries have substantial excess

emissions allowances due to the decline and restructuring

of their economies since 1990 No further actual emission

reduction steps are required to create the surplus which

is large enough to compensate for missed targets among

other industrialized nations

The international debate on what policy actions to take

beyond 2012 is now under way but the outcome is uncee

tam The debate is complicated by the following concerns

The developing world has indicated it will not accept

greenhouse gas emissions reduction targets leaving the

vast majority of the global growth in greenhouse gas emis

sions outside the reach of the Kyoto Protocol targets

Differing targets in developed countries can increase

domestic .energy costs .and accelerate the shift of new

investment abroad including to developing countries which

already en joy lower labor costs.

The Business Impact Regulatory uncertainty

threatens investment

The current uncertainty poses challenges for global busi

nesses Major energy investments usually have long lives

Uncertainty about .regulatiors both for 20082O1 and

beyond 2012 createea..higher leyel of risk for companies

In Europe and Canada for example concerns are growing

regarding companies willingness to invest in energyinten-

sive activities such as new chemical production and heavy

oil production The uncertainty about future regulations

raisesquestions .about the.longer4erm viability
of such

investrnentc

Increasing recognition of technologys vital role

As nations have begun to consider other options for reduc

ing GHG emissions there is growing interest in the role

technology can play in emissions reduction For rxan pIe

the...recently announced Asia Pacific Partnership for Clan



Deveiopment and Climate aims to promote the use of clean

efficient technology latest G8 statement and the EU

Oh na Ohmate Partnership also highlight the ir iportance of

using and developing innovative technologies The focus on

technology development and deployment is supported by the

recognition that

The more widesprssd appbcation of existing energy

efficient technologies could significantly reduce the growth in

greenhouss gas emissions from economic progress in both

the industrialized and the developing world See Fig 12

Development and deployment of new energy efficient

technologies can enable lower energy consumption without

damage to ecor omic growth

New hreakthro gh technologies offer the possibility of sub

stantial longterr reductions in greenhouse gas emissions

at lower costs than current technology options



ChrnatScien.What we know

nMoblasune4p cilrrtasqleflce sah for

25 years Our workhapnxIuced more than 40 paper in

peer tavIewed4tatu and cientistaseive on the Inter

gcwerntnentst PaiisÆilmate Ohange lPdb and flürp

ous related ienIfjc todes Contributod
pepers on obmate

sccre Qsteçl on our weD site

Basd on this ercewØ1econie thai the

eothation of9teenhous asesip the arthamo

sphere poses risks that may prove signifkant for society

and ecosystems We bplIve that these nSks justify aof ions

now ut The seieqtrf of actions must COnsIder the uncer

tainties that remain Notw4Iptenilng Ihse uncertainties

xxdnMobil is taking act ort address these risks

Ourorid has changed

Sinªe the 1800s concentrations of carbon dioxide C02
jr the atmospiere have increased by roughly 30% from

280 to 380 pŁits permullion today8 Concentrations of

othergreenhougases1svealsc increased including

douhng
of methane levels Human activities have con

tr1bitad to these increaisØd obnôentrations majnlV through

th cpmbustion of fossil fuels for energy use land use

chares espcielly deforestation and agricultural animal

husbandry and waste-disposal practices

Surface temperature measurements have shown that the

average global temperature has risen by about 0.6C since

the mid-i 800s Other changes consistent with the surface

temperature rise have also been observed For example

scientists have documented decrease in the volume of

mountain glaciers and an increase in the length of growing

seasons These observations have fueled concern about

te potential longer-term consequences of climate change

Climate is complex Science

The complexity of the climate system makes it difficult to

understand past and future consequences of greenhouse

gas increases As result The extent to which recent

temperature changes can be attributed to greenhouse gas

increases remains uncertain

Umits in älimate knowledge for example in describing

the behavior of clouds hydrology sea ice and ocean cir

culation are well known and bontirrue to be researched.9

Climate observations dislay significant natural variabil

itj that cannot be explained with existing models and

knowledge In therecent and ancient geological past for

example climate has been both warmer and cooler than

today for reasonsthat are not yet .inderstood1

PleôUón$0fdimate change require estirnatesf future

ernions fropi epergy use nd other sources over the 21st

century In our own En6rgy.Oitloo4 itis difficult toprediot

howflo9ernXt 25 years

Onger4enfleCOnQrflK eniclimnat forec5sts face even

PflfYbOUth9W newçpçh ies ahanges
in human behavior may affect greenhouse ga efflissions

As result researchers miiisf rely on scenanos based

on vaneussdmptions which deliver results ranging from

significant issions wth threefäld increase in emis

Ioæs pverthe 21st centJiy to drop inlobaJ nissions

even itbout policy interventions.11

When cImnat models areusedtoanalyztbeirripli

cations QI these emissions scenarios they pthectmflore

severe consequences the high end including sea level

rises dmughts and polar ice melting arid relatively benign

climate changes at the low end

UncertaInty and risk

Whiiq assess.ments uch as those of the IPCC iave

expressed growing confidence that recent wrrning can

be attributed to increases in greenhouse gases these

conclusions rely on expert judgment rather than objective

reproducible tatistical methods laken together gapsi

the scientific basis for theoretical climate models and the

interplay of significant natural variability make itery difficult

to determine objectively the extent to which recent climate

change might be the result of human actions These gaps

also make it difficult to predict the timing extent and con

sequences of future climate change

Consequently theNational Research Council12 cau

tioned after the most recent IPCC report13 Because of the

large and still
uncertainievØl of natural variability inherent in

the climate record and the uncertainties in the time histo

ries of the various forcing agents and particularly aerosols

causal lirikage between the buildup of greenhouse gases

in the atmosphere and the observed climate changes dur

ing the 2Othcentury cannot be unequivocally established

The fact that the magnitude of the observed warming is

large in comparison to natural variability as simulatedin

climate models is suggestive of such linkage but it does

not constitute prcof of one because the model simulations

could be deficient in natural variability on the decadal to

century time scale

Even with many scientific uncertainties the risk that

greenhousegaseniissions may have serious impacts justi

fies taking action ExonMoblls actions to reduce green

house gas ernission are described in the next section
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ExxonMobU Actions to Reduce GHG Emissions

Recognizing the .risk of climate change wr are laking .actions

to improve efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions in

our operationc

We are also working with the scientific and business com

munities to undertake research to identify and develop eco

nomically .competitiveand affbrdable technologies to reducO

long4erm global greenhouse gas emissions while meeting the

wotlds growing demand for energy

Examples of our efforts include

Reporting ExxonMobil is committed to consistent coea

prehensive reporting of greenhouse gas emissions We

have publicly reported greenhouse gas erdissions14 as they

relate to our operations since 1998 Starting in 2003 we

report .direct greenhouse gas echissions based on our

equity share of ownership both from facilities we operate

and those in which we share ownership We believe that

direct equityehased acco..unting best ref lects shareholder

interests .in this area

In 2004 our greenhouse gas .em.issions rose .by coea

pared to 2003 due to throughput increases and more intense

processing to meet clean fuels demand Energy efficiency

steps .helped to offset the impact of mora intense operations

and prevented further increases in emissions per barrel See

Ag 13

Research We have conducted and supported scientific

economic and technological research on .climate change

for more .than two decades Overall our research has been

designed to improve .scientific understanding assess ..policy

options and achleve technclogical breakthroughs that reduce

GHG em issions .in both industrial and develop ing countries

Mcjor projects have been supported at institutions including

the Australian Bureau of Agricultural Resource Economics

Battelle F.acific. Northwest Laboratory Carnegie .Mellon

Charles River Associates The Hadley Centre for Climate

Prec..iction internatioral Ertergy Agency Greenhouse Gas

RD Programme Lament Doherty Earth Observatory at

Columbia University Massachusetts institute of Technology

Princeton Stanlcrd University of Texas a..nd Yale

Advanced vehisie technedogy Because the majority of GHG

emissions associated v.ith the.production and .use .of oil arises

from consumer use of fuels 87% with the remainder from

our industrys .operations 13% we partner with automobile

mnnufàcturers to help develop advanced vehicles and fuels

The internal combustion engine is expected to power more

than 95% of vehicles in 2030 so technologies that improve

fuel efficiency.and the .emissions .performanse of the int0rn

combustion engine could substantially reduce environmental

Note Adding cogeneration of power and steam increases BomnMobils

emissions hut reduces those.ofothtirs that Would .have.produced the

power The overall impact is reduction by as much as half in emissions

for the scme amountof energy produced

impacts for decades to come Examples of ExxonMobikt

work in this area include

Working with Toyota and Caterpillar on separate prca

grams to design highefficiency lowemission gasoline

and diesel fuel/engine systems This has already pro

duced groundbreaking research in combustion science

Developing novel technique for hydrogen production

potentially compatible with both orvboard vehicle and

largerscale applications

Gbbal energy management system GEMS Improving

energy efficiency in our operations helps us to reducecosts

as well as reduce emissions ExxonMobils proprietary GEMS

system.fbcuses on opportunitiesto .neduce energy consumed

at our refineries and chemical complexes Since its launch in

2000 the GEMS system has helped us identity opportunities

for more than one billion dollars in pre4ax savings and our

energyconservation efforts have saved enough energy to

supply over one million European households each year The

greenhouse gas emission effect has been equivalent to taking

more than one million cars off the road See Fig 14

Cogeneration is the simultaneous production of electricity

and steam typically using cleanehurning natural gas With

the latest technology cogeneration is up to twice as effh

cient as traditional methods of..producing steam and power

separately EssonMobil has interests in 85 cogeneration

facilities at some 30 locations worldwide representing car

pacify of about 3700MW enough to power nearly million

US .homes These facilities which represent decades of

investment enabi .a reduclion in carbon dioxide emissions

by million metric tonsa year versus traditional methods

Ag 13
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Responding to Greenhouse Gas Reguations

We actively engage with government authorities seeking to

implement regulations regarding greenhouse gas emissions

accounting and trading

We believe that reliable nventonies of emissions are an

essential component of emissions control procedures and

trading As result we played lead ng role in developing

reliable consistent tools to estimate and report greenhouse

gas or 1i55i0fl5 in the and gaa industry sr ely

API Compendium of Greenhouse Gas misaons Etima

tion Methodologies for the Oil and Gas Industry April 2001

available at httpi/api ecapi org/policy1

IPILCA Petroleum Industry GHG Report ng Cu delir es Dr

en mber 2003 available at wipieca org

Fig 14

Avoided Greenhouse Gas Emssrnns from ExxonMobd actions since 1999

Miii on metric tens per year

121

Since 1999 our energy savIng initiatives have had OHS effect in 2004 eqnivaiont to taking

over rot on US cars ott the road We have ntentiecd opportunities ton avoiding OHS emissions

cqo vainot takIng another two nation ii cars nit the road

of separate power and steam generation Our cogenera

tion capacity has increased by 800MW in the last two

years epresenting an investment of $1 billion In 2005 the

cogenoration system at our refinery in Beaumont rexas

was awarded Certificate of Recognition from the US
Environmental Protect on Agency The EPA commended

ExxonMobil for exceptional leadership in energy use and

management and estimated that the system at Beaumont

alone reduced COi emissions by more than two mill on

tons

Reduction in flanng laming is the burning of natural

gis that is produced along with oil during ol production

In art of the world whore gas has no mark outlet

ga product on beyond tt at needed for fui and other

peratianal neeCs is ftrsri flared In Afnina tF region

where flar ng is most signifieai we are undertaking major

projects to redu flaring When fu implemented we

expec these projects to reduce greenhouse gas emis

sions by about seven Ilion metric tons per year the

equivalent of removing approximately one million cars

from US toads We are also working to reduce flaring at

our ref nenies and chemical plants or example flaring at

our Baytowr refinery in Ti xas has been reduce by more

than /0c since 2002

The GIoba CHmate and Energy Project GCEP
ExxonMohil worked to etablish and is provid ng $100 mil

lion to tantord Universitys Global mate and eargy Proj

eet the argest ever ndepem

dent mate and energy research

effort CFP maor ong tean

researef program designed to

acer locate developrnisr of com

merc ally
2ble nergy te hnologie that can lower CI IC

cmi InS on wor dwi jss ale Current GCFP researel
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These procedures now form the basis for our own internal

measurement and reporting Building on these guidelines

our Rotterdam refinery developed monitoring and reporting

protocol that was recognized by the Dutch government as

best practice and recommended for use throughout the

European Union

Climate Policy Assessing nsks to investors

ExxonMobil continually considers risks to operations and

investments from wide variety of perspectives In the case

of climate change market and technological considerations

are important as well as policy and regulatory develop

ments In our view it is impossible today to assess the

potential implications for shareholder value from initiatives to

address climate change No governments have established

definitive regulations for the 2008-2012 Kyoto Protocol

compliance period and there is currently no consensus on

plans for the post-2012 period

There has been some recent effort to quantify the poten

tial implications of climate-related policies for oil and gas in

dustry shareholders.19 However in light of trends in climate

negotiations the regulatory assumptions made are specula

tive and unlikely The analyses also fail to take into account

adjustments to investments and other business decisions

that companies may make in the context of evolving regula

tory frameworks or indeed how OPEC and other producing

nations may react to regulations affecting demand for oil

Technological political and regulatory risks have been

inherent in the oil industry since its earliest beginnings

Shareholder value will depend as it always has on how

companies manage operations and investments in chang

ing business environment Those best able to manage

investment risks and operate efficiently
will achieve competi

tive advantage

Against this background we believe that the same strengths

that have generated industry-leading returns for ExxonMobil

in the past position us well to succeed in an uncertain future

Our strong financial position enables us to evolve in new

directions when attractive opportunities appear

We manage business operations and investments with

disciplined efficiency based on strong management and

management systems

We utilize industry-leading technical capacity both to

develop proprietary technologies that provide competi

tive advantage and to maintain window on external

research developments that might affect our business

Assessing the Impact on ExxonMObil of Europes

Emissions Trading Scheme EU-ErS for 2005-2007

In Europe ExxonMobil operates approximately 40 facili

ties and shares ownership in another 40 facilities that are

covered under the ELJ-ETS In totaL EoonMobils equity

share of covered emissiops amounts to approximately

20 million metric tons of C02 annually

As result of internal actions we expect to meet

our obligations for the period 2005-2007 without

acquiring allowances through emissions trading

The overall hipaot of the EU-ETS for 2005-2007

includes the cost of monitoring and reporting efforts

third-party verification and the increased cost of pur

chased electridty due to EU-ETS restrictions on power

generation These costs will be offset In some part by

the revenue from sales of surplus emissions allowances

While the net impact of these factors is unknown it is

not expected to be material to the Corporation

The impact of the EU-EFS for 2008-2012 is

unknown as the member governments have not yet

determined what emissions will be covered or how

emissions allowances will be allocated

To comply with the EU-ETS we have established

management systems to

monitor report and verify emissions

control and manage disposition of greenhouse gas

allowances

participate in emIssions trading

plan future emission reduction steps

Required system changes have bean fully implemented

and are in plape at all covered ExxonMobil facilWes
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Meeting future energy needs wiU require diverse

range of energy technoogies Looking to the bng

term concern about energy security and rising green

house gas emissions has brought number of new

or enhanced technobgies to the forefront of public

discussion

Among these wind solar and biofuels are growing

rapidly albeit from small base Other technologies such

as hydrogen are considered to hold promise but face

substantial challenges in terms of cos and.iargescale

implementation

Over and above the .technicai hurdles the scale of the

global energy business means that widespread global

deployment of new technologies however promising will take

decades before the cumulative effect of investments makes

substantive contribution to overall energy supply

Energy companies are involved in wide range .of new

technology options whether through research or the manu

facture and .marketing of products

Our own approach is based on the belief that technologh

cal breakthroughs and not simply expanded scale are key

to unlocking the potential of alternative energy technologies

We closely analyze the ..potential
of emerging.technologies

Based on these assessments we determine our approach

and if appropriate level of involvement consistent with

our business needs and strengths This may involve proprP

etary research shared knowledge through participation in

industry groups or the funding of external research in those

areas where fundamental .hreakthroughs are needed for

technology to reach its potential

In this section we highlight some of the most prominent

technology options the hallenges that need to be oven

come .and where relevant EoonMobils involvement

Carbon Capture and Storage

Fossil fhels.are expected to .dominate the worlds energy

supply portfolio for some decades to come technology

option that could play significant role in helping reduce

002 emissions from the use of fossil fuels iscaron .capture

and storage 008. COS technology separotes 00.2 from

gas .stream compresses .it to reduce volume and transports

itbypipeIineto storage site See Fig 15

This technology could have major impact as it is

applicable to any largeemission source 01002 The IPOC

estimates that these .largefaciliUes.account for nearly 60%

of global manmade 0O2 emissions

All of the important components of OCS systems are

practiced commercially today at industrial scale by

ExxonMobil Forexample ExxonMobil recovers 002 at

LaBarge Wyoming which is used for enhanced oil recow

cry As part of that activitt gas stream including 002 is

removed and geologically sequestered Commerciakscale

008 is practiced today only in few niche applications and

pilot demonstration studies One of the bestknown and

longestrunning COS projects is in the Sleipner ReId in the

North Sea21 in which ExxonMobil shares ownership Be

fore 008 can be widely deployed on global scale it must

overcome important challenges In particular

002 capture from power plants and most other large

combustion facilities remains expensive

002 storage presents technical and regulatory issues

associated with ensuring safe operations and the integrity

of the site over the long term

Recognizing these challenges E3eronMobil believes that

COS represents an important option to address global 002

emissions

We have conducted research relevant to CCS for many

years and have supported external research and other

activities to understand scientific economic technical and

policy aspects of carbon capture and storage In addition

to the OCS studies as part of GOEP ExxonMobil has sup

ported the lEAs Greenhouse Gas RD Programme and the

Geological 002 Storage Research Program at the University

of Texas The research that we conduct and support is

aimed at improving the performance lowering the cost and

assuring the integrity of OCS systems and their component

technologies

Ag 15

Carbon Capture and Storage
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Hydrogen

Hydrogen is widely considered to hold promise as an energy

carrier particularly as it offers the potential for fuelefficient

emissionsdree vehicles .and c.be produced from multiple

primary energy sources

It is important to remember that hydrogen while abum

dant does not occur naturally in pure form and must first

be .producec. from water or hydrocarbons This recuires

the use .ofenergy generated from primary sources oil gas

coal nuclear or renewables So any evaluation .of hydrogen

needs to recognize the costs and the..greenhouse gas emis

sions associated not only with its consumption but also its

production and distribution

For hydrogen to become viable transportation fuel

number of formidable challenges must be met including its

safe handling and the high cost of production and distribu

tion While hydrogen has been used safely for decades by

highly trained technicians in industrial settings its character

istics pose unique challenges for use in consumer markets

such as sethservice vehicle fueling

The high cost of producing and distributing hydro

gen results in fuel cost that is higher than gasoline on

centspermiledriven .basis Based on an analysis by .t.he

National Academy of Engineering NAE the cost of fueling

hydrogen fuel cell vehicle is 9to .about 5.times greater

than that of fueling gasoline hybrid depending on how the

hydrogen is produced See Fig 16 Significant RD effort

will .be .required to lower these c..osts .to competitive level

number of studies c.onducted by different sponsors.in

different regions have assessed the potential for reducing

002 emissions via the .use of .hydrogen All have concluded

that there is some .redu.tion in frilhcycle 002 emissions for

hydrogen fuel cell vehicles oompared with hybrid technology

approximately 11% to 35%23

interest in the use.of renewable .energy to make hydro

gen is high .as this is the only option that would result in

zero emissions transportation fuel system on total sup

plychain basis There are however number of additional

challenges associated with the manufacture of hydrogen

from renewable .errergy The .NAE estimated that hydrogen

is five times more expensivrrthan .gasoline when produced

from wind .and 15 times more expensive when produced

from solar .energy22

With limited suppliesof renewables in the coming

decades it is reasonable to ask whether the use of renew

ables .to
prorn

duce hydrogen for transportation would

best use of those resources unit of wind or solar energy

that is used to dinpiace coal in power generation saves

times ..more carbon dioxide than using the same unit of wind

or solar energy to replace gasoline with hydrogen24

ExxonMobil is cunenliy pursuing groundbreaking research

in hydrogen generation Our unique skills in catalysis and

process technologies have enabled us to identify new

approach to hydrogen production from hydrocarbon fuels

that overcomes many of the challenges faced by alternative

approaches

If successfully developed this technology would be scah

able for .applications ranging from omboard vehicle to can

at either retail stations or large centralized production facili

ties to produce hydrogen for fleets of fuel cell vehicles We

are also active members of the US Department of Energys

FreedomOAR and Fuel Partnership

Biofues

The use of biofuels in transportation is another way that 002

emissions could be reduced Today ethanol and biodiesel

liquid fUels derived .from orgaric matter are .receiving lot .of

attention

The currentgeneration of biofuels however has.scale

limitations due to their cost and large land requirements With

continued research new generation of processes capable

of using more diverse set ofbiomass feedstocks may be

able to overcome these challenges recent study by the

lnternationalEnergy Agency examinr.d the economics of both

current and potential future technologies See Fig 7.25

When considering the potential of biofuels number

of factors must be analyzed including land use impacts

fertilizer requirements and water use The last is particularly

important as studies indicate that by 2015 half the worlds

population will live in countries where availability of sufficient

fresh water is concerrr26

Most current biofuels production processes convert only

small portion of the plant In the future however processes

involving celiulosic .conversion hold the .promise of being able

Fig 16

Cast of fuellag vehcte wtth hydrogen from different energy sources

rdetve to fueung gasoilne hytnid engtne

Cost niultipe to gasoline

2O

Source NationalAcademy at EogAecrteg
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to utihze much larger portion of the feed biomass This

would result in fullcycle 002 savings of about 90% versus up

to 50% with current processe$

Important too is the question of which biomass applicar

tions ei the greats benefit rcant study in Er trape

involvir the energy and auto industnes as well as the Joint

Researcl Commission of the European Union concluded

that greater energy and GHG savings can be achieved if

biomass is used in heat and power generation rather than in

transportation especially if efficient cogenorstion sch mes

can be used

Wind and Soar

Currently the most compr tit renewab energy aource

wnd pa var Hg 18 Whio rowirrg raoidlv its impact

on the overall energy suppy mix irnited In scme applica

tions wi id generated electricity can be cost compet five

wth that generated from natural gas but it generally relies

on government subsidies to be economical

key challenge for wind power is that the areas best

able to produce electricity at low cost from wind are also

located far from where the electr city is needed New tech

nology ill be required to low eithcr the capture of wind

energy in areas with low average wind speeds or to enable

transrnic sian of actri aty over long distances at lower cost

and with lower losses than currer tly possible

Solar energy remains far more costly except in imited

applicati ns Existing solar photovoltaic technology is signifl

c3ntly ore costly than convent nal ectricity generation

Breakthrough technology is needed to enable fundamentally

new photovoltaic mater als that will allow power general on

at compet tivi cost

issue in the ab lity of wir and solar tar hno og es

to ontr bute to electric pc wc supply is jntermittence Stab

oH trC grIds ra tradrtrane crnerating foci ties or stlv

backup systems to ensurc uninterrupted supply to consum

cr3 on cloudy days at night or at times the winds fail

Without breakthrough in energy storage technology

intermittency limits the ability of wind and solar energy to

contribute to electricity supplies and increases the overall

costs of integrated power supply systems

Research into solar energy is core research area of the

ExxonMobiEspoeaored Cabal Climate and Energy Project

at Stanford Un versity

Gasification

Gasification technology that was developed decades ago

may see increased use the future

Gasification can process any carbon containing feed

srt ck such as coal biomass or heaW oi and convert it

nto synthesjs gas that can be used to produce electric

ity liquid fuels hydrogen or chemicals Gasification is also

better suited to use with carbon capture and sequestration

than other proc esses that can use the same feeds

Fig 17 __w_w
Cost of Production for Biofuels Options

2004 per gaton gasotne equivalent

Soyl3ean GasIfIcatIon

Ag 18

mlw lP
Cost of Electricrty from Traditional and Emergmg Sources

Cents per
kW 12085 $1

Coat Nuoloar Coal IGCC WlmI Solar

71 m7 ml ntnrntt 177
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While gasification has many attractive properties it is

still more costly relative to alternative ways of producing the

same products For example electricity produced ity the

gasificatiOn of coal without C02.capture is .dbout 1%
more costly than that from conventional coal power plant

By comparison if CO2 capture wore included then coal

gasification plant.could produce eiecttittityat cost 20%
lower than conventional coalpowered plant retrofitted

for carbon capture and storage CCS Clearly there are

synergies between gasification and CCS technologies

Further work is needed to both lower the costs and

improve the reliability of gasification technology and

ExxonMobil researchers are evaluating the opportunities in

this area If successful studies could result in technology

option that p.rovides level of both tried .and product flex

iblilty that no .current .process .is able to .offal

Advanced Nucear

Nuclear energy has the potential to become an increasingly

important option for meeting growing.portion of our lông-

term energy needs ..specifically .wer generation sector

Key barriers to increased use .of nuclear today are cost

perceived safety .rieks and the lack of an acceptable solution

to the long-term management of radioactive waste

Research is continuing .into advanced nuclear systems

that are passively sefe and offer the potential of significantly

lower cost than current reactors Systems with these safety

features .will have very low likelihood of reactor core dam-

age and address the problems that occurre at Three Mile

island and.ChernobyD

Designs in.ciude advanced third-generation versions of

conventional reactors as.well as fundamenta Ily new.designs

such as the pebble bed modular reacto if successful

these designs could reduce the capital cost of nuclear power

plants by 15% to 20% and thereby.add .another economi

cally competitive option to our long-term energy supply

portfolio Addressing the longterm.waste...storage .issue .is

largely matter that will require extensive dialogue between

governments communities and industry to resolve

Technology Choice and C02 Emissions

If new technologies are to be applied to realize reductions

in CO2 emissions then it is important to .understand the

cost of various options in terms of dollars per tonne of C02

abated Applyingthe lowest abatement cost options first

will maximize impact while minimizing costs European

researchers in both the power and transportation indus

tries have been working to quantity the abatement cost of

technologies and their work is helpful in .understanding the

relative attractiveness of different options

The chart in Fig 19 illustrates ranges of abatement costs

for various power generation and transportation technolo

gies The lowest cost reductions in C02 are likely to be real

ized in the power generation sector This is due in part to

the fact that it is easier to deal with few large point sources

of C02 than millions of individual sources such as vehicles

It is also important to note that continued RD can have

significant impact on lowering the cost of CO2 abatement as

illustrated by the current and future biofuels ranges

ExxonMobil is well positioned to participate in the imple

mentation of the lowest cost options through our focus on

natural gas resource development our experience with car

bon capture and storage and our support of breakthrough

research

Fig 19

The Cost of Reducing CO5

CO2 abatement coats for different tecbnolorjy options

Dollars per tonne of CO2 abated

400

300

200

100

Conversion Carbon Wind

Coal to Capture

Nat Gas Storage

Source CONCAWE Fsrnpeas CUmale Change Project

Although wind sole biofuels and nuclear all compete

with fossil fuels as sources of primary energy their contribu

tion to the worlds total energy demand is limited because

they are more expensive than fossil fuels and in the

case of nuclear limited by waste and disposal concerns

Technology advances and government policy will support

rapid growth in alternative fuels but they start from such

small base that their contribution to total energy supply will

be modest well into the future Their limited but growing

contribution should be used in ways that make the greatest

possible difference in C02 emissions

While werecognize the .risks .of climate change we also

conclude that the world will continue to demand oil and

gas for majority of its primary energy supplies for many

decades.to come This.will be true even if governments

continue to support .alternative energ sourcesand limit

greenhouse gas emissions ExxonMobil is well positioned

across .a range of possible futures to conduct our operations

competitively in responsible and profitable manner

Solar Siotuela Slotuels

current future
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Section Managing in Changing Environment

ExxonMobils long-term perspective disciplined

approach to investment and focus on world-class

operational performance explain why the company has

continually delivered industry-leading returns even

through times of dramatic and unforeseen change

Fig 20

Sustained Competitive Advantage

5-year Rolling Average Return on Capital Employed

Percent

In addition our scale geographic diversity and range of

businesses provide hedge that reduces sensitivity to

changes in commodity prices business cycles and local

market conditions Our financial and technology strength

enables us to invest in any opportunity that meets our rigor

ous investment criteria

These attributes which we believe set us apart from

our competitors position us well to respond successfully

to change whether driven by markets competitors or

governments

In response to rising environmental concerns we

anticipate more regulatory requirements than we face today

Uncertainty and risk are familiar territory in our industry but

we believe the way we manage our business puts us at an

advantage over the competition in meeting new expectations

Investment discipline and long-term perspective

The $200 billion industry investment required annually to

meet growing demand for oil and gas through 2030 reflects

not just the scale of demand but also the fact that signifi

cant new resources are increasingly found in more remote

areas and difficult environments

Investment decisions can have long-term consequences

So we adopt highly selective and disciplined approach to

investment which considers

political and technical risks along with potential regulatory

changes

business and societal trends

the resilience of investment opportunities over range of

economic scenarios

Regular formal reviews enable us to evaluate emerging

issues and plan accordingly

Our objective is to seek out projects that

are profitable and sustainable over the long term

are not reliant on government subsidies

are consistent with our own scale and capabilities

yield well-balanced and diversified business

do not compromise our high safety and environmental

standards

Fig 21

Business Model

ExxonMobll Approach

We believe that the worlds energy needs will be met

through consistent investment strategies that are not driven

by periodic swings in commodity prices Our capital invest

ments over the period 1995 through 2004 averaged

$14 billion year although our annual earnings ranged

from $8 billion to $25 billion over that period

focus on operational excellence

We apply the same rigor to our operations as we apply to

our investments via wide range of proven management

systems including

Standards of Business Conduct These 16 foundation

policies and related procedures form the framework by

which we operate around the globe providing employees

with principles for managing compliance with company

standards

ZL_

Calculated en consistent basis with EsnonMobil based en pubhc information
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Financial Controls Sound financial control is fun

damental to our business model Authority to approve

business arrangements on behalf of our company is

clearly assigned and delegated Our System of Manage

ment Control f.Mc defires the principles c.oncepts .and

standards and .our Control Integrity .Management System

CIMS provides common processes and tools for compli

ance with the SMC

Project execution and appraisal Our disciplined

approach continues from concept through start-up and

ongoing operations All projects are rigorously appraised

after completion and learnings are incorporated into future

planning These processes have earned ExxonMobil

reputation for excellence in project managem.ent and

distinguish us from the competition For example in Africa

and the Gulf otMexico EomnMobil-operated projects

have consistently started up on or ahead of schedule

Operating Reliability Safely increasing plant reliability

and availability while lowering total maintenance costs is

the objective of our Reliability and Maintenance Manage

ment .System This program t.as been applied to all our

refineries worldwide and has reduced the amount of time

that units are down for maintenance by 40% and reduced

maintenance costs by.30%

Safety Health and Environment At the core of our

approach to safdt health security and environment man

agem.ent is our Operations integrity Management System

OIMS This.system fully meetathe requirements of the

International Standards Organization ISO 14001 bench

mark and isused at every ExxonMobll facility ltis.a dis

ciplined.management framework that enables us to track

experiences measure .progress plan future improvements

and ensure .management accountability OIMS covers

the collection and reporting of emi5si.ons data including

greenhousegas emissions for all facilities

Fig 22
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Summary

Summary

Energy is vital to economic growth and progress

Global energy demand is expected to grow by almost

50% by 2030 driven mainly by rapidly growing

economies in the developing world

Fossil fuels will remain predominant with growing

role for natural gas

Greenhouse gas emissions will rise substantially par

ticularly as developing economies grow

ExxonMobil
recognizes that the risk from climate

change requires action and we are taking action both

to address our operational emissions and to promote
more efficient use of our products

Policies to address climate change need to consider

consequences not only for environmental risks but

also for social and economic development especially

in developing countries

More widespread use now of existing efficient tech

nologies in industrialized and developing countries

offers significant potential to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions growth

Over the next 25 years technologies that enable

expanded energy supplies along with those that

moderate energy demand via improved energy

efficiency will be critical to meeting the worlds

growing need for energy while managing

greenhouse gas emissions

New
energy sources while they hold promise require

substantial technological advances to enable them to

compete for significant share of global energy sup
ply and the vast scale of the global energy business

means that penetration of new technologies on

meaningful global scale will take decades

Fundamental research is
necessary to identify and

develop viable technologies for the long term that

allow energy demand to be met while dramatically

reducing greenhouse gas emissions

Uncertainties about future climate-related policies will

create issues for investors in global energy provision

However we believe that ExxonMobils well-proven

disciplined approach to investment and operational

risk positions the company well to successfully man
age this uncertainty maintain our position as the

technology leader in our industry and take advantage
of attractive business opportunities that may emerge
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PAUL NEUHAUSER
Aftorney at Law Adnurted New York and iowa

1253 North Basin Lane

Siesta Key

Sarasota FL 34242

Tel and Fax 941349-6164 Email pmneibauseräaoLcom

March 2008

Securities Exchange Coimnission

100 Street NE

Washington D.C 20549

An Will Hines Esq
Oftice of the Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance

Via fax 202-772-9201

Re Shareholder Proposal submitted to Exxon Mobil Corporation

Dear Sir/Madam

have been asked by Stephen Viederman the Unitarian Universalist Service

Committee and the Sisters of Mercy of the Americas hereinafter collectively refened to

as the Proponents each of which is beneficial owner of shares of common stock of

Exxon Mobil Corporation hereinafter refcned to either as Exxon or the Company
and who together with Kathi Amow Robert Arnow Jennifer Nolan Owendolyn Nolan
Thomas Noyes Abby Rockefeller Laura ThoLrn and The Christopher Reynolds

Foundation have jointly submitted shareholder proposal to Exxon to respond to the

letter dated Januaxy 22 2008 sent to the Securities Exchange Commission by the

Company in which Exxon contends that the Proponents shareholder proposal may be

excluded from the Compariys year 2008 proxy statement by virtue of RuJe 14a-8iXl

have reviewed the Proponents shareholder proposal as well as the aforesaid

letter sent by the Company and based upon the foregoing as well as upon review of
Rule 14a-8 it is my opinion that the Proponents shareholder proposal must be tncluded

in Exxons year 2008 proxy statement and that it is not excludable by virtue of the cited

rule
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The Proponents shareholder proposal requests Exxons Board to adopt policy

for tenewabte energy research development Land sourcing and to report to the

bareholders on its progress in implementing such plan

RULE 14a-8iXiO

The Company has the burden of proving that it has already implemented the

Proponents shareholder proposal See StaflLegal Bulletin 14 My 13 2001 Section

B.5

Exxon has failed to meet this burden

On pages and of its letter the Company cites several portions of Exhibit

that it claims are responsive to the Proponents request for the adoption of policy for

renewable energy research development and sourcing Unfortunately none of the

statements cited support the claim that Exxon has adopted any such policy with respect to

either research or development or sourcing

The first claim in support of its argument that the Proponents shareholder

proposal is moot is in the first indented paragraph on page of the Companys letter

which refers to formal review of its investments in technologies as set forth on page 18

of Exhibit to the Companys letter However page 18 is nrelevant to renewable

energy It obviously deals exclusively with oil and gas technologies Page 18 talks about

how Exxons investments have led to industry leading returns and the $200 billion

industry investment required annually to meet the growing demand for oil and gas In

short page 18 is apaean tothe Companys success in oil and gas and atnopointonthat

page is any reference made to the possibility that Exxon might also engage in renewable

energy production rather than oil and gas production

The second claim in support of the Companys argument relates to portion of

page 18 namely the section entitled mvestrnent discipline and long4erm perspective
This is the section that begins with the sentence quoted in our previous paragraph about

the need for annual investments of20O billion in the oil and gas industry It is

preposterous to imagine that any rational reader of Exhibit would believe that Exxon
was referring to renewable energy in that paragraph

The third claim that Exxon has already implemented the Proponents shareholder

proposal is quote from page 14 of Exhibit However that quote proves exactly the

opposite of what Exxon claims for it The Proponents proposal asks Exxon to adopt an
actual policy of renewable development and sourcing On the contrary page 14 says at

best that Exxon might maybe at some indefinrte time in the future adopt something that

might or might not pertain to renewables provided that it is consistent with our business
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needs and strengths Such statement cannot moot request that Exxon adopt an actual

policy to develop renewable sources of energy

Exxons fourth claim top of page of its letter is ifpossible even less

persuasive It refers to page of Exhibit That page refers to ExxonMobil

Technology Advantage This reference clearly pertains exclusively to the Companys
technology expeitise in oil and gas and has no relevance whatsoever to renewable energy
Thus this section of the document begins ExxonMobil has long been the industTy

leader in research and technology with history of invention including 3-D seismic
digital reservoir simulation and industry firsts in such areas as deepwater dii Uing
refining technology chemicals and synthetic lubricants The remainder of the section

talks extensively about oil and gas There is not one reference to renewable technologies

Exxons fifTh claim to the effect that it has already implemented proposal that it

develop renewable energy sources is found in Section of Exhibit pages 14-17
Once again nothing An that Section refers to any actual efforts by Exxon itself to develop
renewable sources of energy Indeed the Section is really about what society may do
rather than what Exxon will do Thus the introduction to the Section states

Meeting futui energy needs will require diverse range of energy technologies

Looking to the long term concern about energy secunty and risinggreenhouse

gas emissions has brought number of new or enhanced technologies to the

forefront of public discussion

Note that these new technologies are in the forefront of public discussion but

not in the forefront of Exxons own activities indeed the final paragraph of the

introduction stales that the Section will review some of the most prominent technology

options and where relevant Exxons involvement An examination of the Section

fmds four places where Exxon claiLms involvement

On page 14 right band column Exxon states that it has conducted

research relevant to Carbon Capture and Storage CCS However
CCS is technology that is applicable to coal not to renewables

On page 15 right band column Exxon States that it is cuffently

pursuing groundbreaking research in hydrogen generation However
this statement follows discussion of the costs of generating hydrogen
which states that generation of hydrogen from wind is five times as

expensive as generation of hydrogen from gasoline that may have

changed in the past yearj and that generation of hydrogen from solar is

fifteen times as expensive as generation of hydrogen from gasoline

This cost discussion culminates in graph showing that the cheapest

method of generating hydrogen is from natural gas Thus this

discussion really slams renewables and can hardly be deemed to be

prove that Exxon has already implemented the Proponents shareholder

proposal to develop renewable sources of energy
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On page 16 Exxon actually taJks about renewable energy in the sub-S

section entitled Wind and Solar Again this possibility is

denigrated wrth stress on its high cost uncertainty etc contrast

the DaiJy Mail London www.daitymail.co.uk reported on December

112007 that John Hutton the Secretary of State for Business had

announcing plan to have the elecliicity for all homes in the United

Kingdom generated by offshore wind power by the year 2020 The

article states that the Conservative party was also backing the

Govemments plan Exxon does not claim to be doing any actual

research on wind and solar but rather claims that it is one of the

funders of research being conducted at Stanford University

Exxons sixth claim discussed below that it has mooted the

Proponents proposai.J

Gasification On page 17 Exxon states that it is evaluating the

opportunities in this area Aside from the fact that

evaluating opportunities cannot moot request to actually do

something again it is clear from the sub-section that what Exxon is

evaluating is coal gasification which is not renewable source of

energy

Thus other than the funding at Stanford there is nothing described in Section

that Exxon is actually doing or is committed to doing with respect to renewable energy
Indeed Exxon concedes as much in its summ.aiy of Section found in the right hand
column on page 17 Again Exxon denigrates wind and solar because they are more
expensive than fossil fuels Instead of supporting the development of renewable energy
as requested in the Proponents shartholder proposal Exxon says that it is well

positioned to participate in the implementation of the lowest cost options through our

focvc on rztural ga development our experience with carbon capture and our support of
other than in oil and gas breakthrough research supplied.1

Note that this swwnaiy of Exxons position applies equally to the research carried on at

Stanford which is partially funded by Exxon and which bad been referenced in Section

In short Section of Exhibit rather than demonstrating that Exxon has

implemented the Proponents proposal shows just the opposite Namely that Exxon

presently has no progiam for renewable sources of energy and has no intention of

developing one because it believes that renewables are too expensive and that the

technology options that it contemplates relate exclusively to CCS and natural gas

Finally the sixth ground that Exxon cites is that is has minor program to Include

itself among those groups funding the research at Stanford called the Global Climate and

Energy Project GCEP See page 1.2 ofExhibitB GCEP is project that is partially

supported by Exxon $100 million over ten years and three other major corporattons

According to Exhibit among its 27 projects involve solar energy and involve

biomass Thus unless one includes hydrogen which as noted above probably includes

only natural gas which is not renewable resource only about quarter of the GCEP
projects involve renewables We also note that Exxons total contributions to the GCEP
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Project are $10 milhon per year Perhaps quarter of that might be deemed to be spent by
iCEP on rencvab1c energy research

Thus the total contribution that Exxon is making even indirectly toward

renewenbies research is probably in the order of $2.5 million per year In contrast on
March 2008 according to an Exxon press release the CEO of Exxon Mr Rex
Tillerson announced at an investors conference that Exxon plans to invest more than

$125 billion in capital spending over the next five years on oil and gas projects In other

words although Exxon itself does no research on renewables its contnbution to the

renewables research at GCEP although seemingly large in dollar tenus as understood by
mere mortals is miniscule in Exxon terms being mere 0.01% of Exxons annual capital

and development budget Like Exhibit the press release makes much of Exxons

technological leadership but also like Exhibit Exxon links that technology to oil and

gas There is no mention in the press release of any renewables program This is not

surprising since Exxon apparently rightly believes that its renewables spending thru

GCEP at one ten thousandth of development spending is not material except perhaps
when claiming that shareholder proposals on renewables have already been

implemented

Thus we believe that the mimscule amounts devoted by Exxon to research and
at that research by others do not satisfy the Proponents request that Exxon adopt
policy for renewable energy research Indeed Exxon apparently agrees since as noted

above on page 18 of Exhibit the Comnys aim is to position itself elsewhere

namely in natural gas and CCS

Furthermore the Proponents shareholder proposal calls on Exxons Board to

adopt policy for renewables energy research development and sourcing This is

threefold request ft also mvoives the actual adoption of policies Absolutely nothing in

Exxons submission indicates that the Board ofExxon has adopted any policies to move
toward the production of energy using renewable technologies On the contrary the only
action taken by Exxon has been to make insignificant dollar contributions to research by
others This does not constitute the adoption of policy on renewables by Exxon

Furthermore aside from the fact that Exxon has adopted no renewables policy it

has not complied with the threefold request of the Proponents shareholder proposal
That proposal requests policy on research on renewables policy on development of

renewablcs and policy on sourcing of renewabjes At most Exxon has shown that it

has financed some research earned on by others It has made no attempt to show that it

has policy to develop renewabies or to source renewabies Thus at the most generous
and even disregarding whether the Company has adopted any policies in the area Exxon
has complied with only one4bird of the Proponents proposal registrant that has

adopted at most one third of proposal can hardly be deemed to have substantially

impianented that proposal as required by Rule 11 4a-8i 10

Finally we note that detenninations under Rule 14a4iX 10 are fact specific and

depend on the wording of the shareholder proposal as well as the materials presented by
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the registrant Thus past no-action letters granted to Exxon with respect to shareholder

proposals making different requests even though generally raising the issue of

renewables have no probative value

For all of the foregoing reasons the Company has failed to overcome its burden

of proving that it has substantiaLly implemented the Proponents shareholder proposal

In conclusion we request the Staff to inform the Company that the SEC proxy
rules require denial of the Companys no action request We would appreciate your

telephoning the undersigned at 941-349-6164 with respect to any questions in connection

with this matter or if the staffwishes any further information Faxes can be received at

the same number Please also note that tJ undersigned rny be reached by mail or

express delivery at the letterhead address or via the email address

truly yours

aul Neuhauser

Attorney at Law
cc James Parsons Esq

Mr Stephen Viederman

All proposing shareholders

Leslie Lowe

Laura Berry


